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Children’s height and weight development remains a subject of interest especially due to increasing
prevalence of overweight and obesity in the children. With statistical modeling, height and weight
development can be examined as separate or connected outcomes, aiding with understanding of the
phenomenon of growth. As biological connection between height and weight development can be
assumed, their joint modeling is expected to be beneficial. One more advantage of joint modeling
is its convenience of the Body Mass Index (BMI) prediction.
In the thesis, we modeled longitudinal data of children’s heights and weights of the dataset obtained
from Finlapset register of the Institute of Health and Welfare (THL). The research aims were to
predict the modeled quantities together with the BMI, interpret the obtained parameters with
relation to the phenomenon of growth, as well as to investigate the impact of municipalities on to
the growth of children.
The dataset’s irregular, register-based nature together with positively skewed, heteroschedastic
weight distributions and within- and between-subject variability suggested Hierarchical Linear Mo-
dels (HLMs) as the modeling method of choice. We used HLMs in Bayesian setting with the bene-
fits of incorporating existing knowledge, and obtaining full posterior predictive distribution for the
outcome variables.
HLMs were compared with the less suitable classical linear regression model, and bivariate and
univariate HLMs with or without area as a covariate were compared in terms of their posterior
predictive precision and accuracy. One of the main research questions was the model’s ability to
predict the BMI of the child, which we assessed with various posterior predictive checks (PPC).
The most suitable model was used to estimate growth parameters of 2-6 year old males and females
in Vihti, Kirkkonummi and Tuusula. With the parameter estimates, we could compare growth
of males and females, assess the differences of within-subject and between-subject variability on
growth and examine correlation between height and weight development.
Based on the work, we could conclude that the bivariate HLM constructed provided the most accu-
rate and precise predictions especially for the BMI. The area covariates did not provide additional
advantage to the models. Overall, Bayesian HLMs are a suitable tool for the register-based dataset
of the work, and together with log-transformation of height and weight they can be used to model
skewed and heteroschedastic longitudinal data. However, the modeling would ideally require mo-
re observations per individual than we had, and proper out-of-sample predictive evaluation would
ensure that current models are not over-fitted with regards to the data. Nevertheless, the built mo-
dels can already provide insight into contemporary Finnish childhood growth and to simulate and
create predictions for the future BMI population distributions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Children’s growth is a well studied subject with increased attention to it in
Finland, where the proportion of overweight and obese children has grown in
the last decades. Vuorela et al. report the prevalence of overweight in 2006
as 9.8% and 17.7% among 5-year-old males and females, respectively, and
estimate that the prevalence of overweight has increased 1.8-fold in males
and 1.5-fold in females between 1986 and 2006 (Vuorela, Saha, and Salo
2009). In 2019, 24% of 2-6-year old males, and 15% of same-aged females
were estimated to be overweight or obese (Lasten ja nuorten ylipaino ja
lihavuus 2019-tilastoraportti 31/2020).

Modeling of contemporary children’s growth could provide better under-
standing of the phenomenon and give predictions for future growth, which
is especially relevant now that population weight gain plays an increasingly
large role in it. Interesting example study questions could be: what is the
difference between male and female childhood growth, is there an age when
part of the population gains weight especially fast, is the variability between
children’s height-weight-measurements larger than the variability within the
child’s measurements, does relationship between the child’s initial height and
speed of weight increase exist, how will today’s infants grow as adolescents
given their current growth trajectories, and others.

The base for childhood growth modeling in the thesis is provided by
Finlapset dataset of heights and weights measured during healthcare vis-
its, maintained and investigated by Finnish Institute of Health and Welfare
(Lasten ja nuorten ylipaino ja lihavuus 2019-tilastoraportti 31/2020). In the
dataset, multiple measurements of height and weight often exist for an in-
dividual child, implying both multivariate outcome and longitudinal setting.
Illustrations for the individual growth curves can be observed in Figure 12.
Longitudinal study setting is characterized by information that is collected on
one measurement unit on multiple time points (Rolfe 2011). In multidimen-
sional outcome case, measurement unit examples include naturally bivariate
biological measure outcomes, like height and weight, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure, hearing ability measurements for two ears or vision checks
for two eyes (Gao et al. 2017; Verbeke et al. 2014). Individual height and
weight repeated measurements fall in the category of longitudinal bivariate
outcome data. Modeling them jointly is natural and is expected to improve
predictions of e.g. Body Mass Index (BMI).

Analysis of longitudinal data needs to account for its inherent nested
structure. This means that measurements within subjects need to be allowed
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to correlate while between subjects observations may be assumed to be inde-
pendent. Classical linear regression models do not account for within-subject
correlation and hence, they are not considered to be applicable in longitudinal
data modeling (Verbeke et al. 2014; Rolfe 2011; Fieuws and Verbeke 2004).
As observations are often correlated more within individual than between
individuals, fitting a standard linear model may cause trouble by introduc-
ing correlated residuals, violating assumption of a standard linear model or
generalised linear model (Rolfe 2011; Gao et al. 2017). Classical time se-
ries models would optimally require more observations and more structured
measurement times, and additionally, they do not account for within-subject
correlation that is present in the longitudinal setting.

Additional challenge arises from the register-based nature of Finlapset
dataset. Its setting can be considered "retrospective", as the information
about previous time points is gathered often from past records or by recalling
(Ranganathan and Aggarwal 2018; Rolfe 2011). In comparison with prospec-
tive data that is often gathered in experimental-like settings, retrospective
data are less balanced: for example, the number of available measurements
per measurement unit, as well as amount of measurement points may vary
across measurement units (Verbeke et al. 2014).

It also known that the distribution of adult weight is skewed to the right
and heavy tailed in wealthier European countries (Hermanussen, Danker-
Hopfe, and Weber 2001). The properties of the Finlapset dataset also in-
clude the heteroschedasticity of the weight distribution across age, and the
skewness of the weight distribution for each age group. Both of those data
characteristics violate the normality assumption required for many otherwise
suitable models. The challenging dataset properties are described in Chapter
2 and in Appendix A.

1.2 Hierarchical linear models

There are various approaches to model multivariate longitudinal data. Hier-
archical Linear Modeling (HLM) is an extensively studied and used method,
and is also the central method of the thesis because it allows to model within-
and between-subject variability. HLM also accounts for imbalanced data, like
different amount of measurements per person, and uneven spacing in time
between measurements (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002; Gao et al. 2017; Rolfe
2011). The accounting for between-subject variability is helpful in height-
weight-development setting, as taking into account the heteroschedasticity
of weight upon age increase as well as weight distribution skeweness becomes
possible.

HLMs are models designed to account for nested data structures. They
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are a type of random coefficient models but their coefficients are hierarchi-
cally nested in some meaningful way. Similar models to HLMs may have
diverse names depending on literature: "multilevel linear models", "mixed-
effects models" and "random-effects models" as well as "random-coefficient
regression models" and "covariance components models" (Raudenbush and
Bryk 2002; Snijders 1996). The term "hierarchical linear models" was first
introduced in Lindley and Smith 1972 and emphasizes hierarchical nesting as
one of the main attributes of the model types and is written from Bayesian
perspective, as a proposed extension to well-known classical linear model.
In terms of longitudinal modeling, a pioneering work worth mentioning is
the article by Laird and Ware 1982 that describes the modeling approach
where some model parameters are shared across individuals, whereas some
are individual-specific. The first Bayesian description of HLMs in growth
curve analysis is given by Fearn 1975, with approaches for calculation of
predictions for new individuals and existing individuals. The maximum
likelihood method proposed for parameter estimation was the Expectation-
Maximisation algorithm. With the increase in computational power linear
models with multiple levels have have become widely used (Rolfe 2011).

In brief, HLMs can be thought of as an extension to the classical linear
model. The classical linear model is specified as

y = Xβ + e,(1.1)

where y = (y1, . . . , yn) is the observation vector and X is a n × m fixed
matrix, β = (β1, . . . , βm) is the model parameter and e = (e1, . . . , en) is the
independently and identically distributed error term with ei ∼ N(0, σ2). The
normality of error assumption together with fixed X lead to random variable
Y following the normal distribution. Hence, the above definition is equivalent
to

Y|β, σ,X ∼ N(Xβ, σ2I),(1.2)

where I is the n×n identity matrix (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 365). Now,
the HLM is a two-layer extension to the classical linear model, and it can be
described as

y|xij, βj, σ2
y ∼ N(βjxij, σ

2
y), βj|µ, σ2

β ∼ N(µ, σ2
β),(1.3)

where each group-level j observation yij, i = 1, . . . nj has corresponding
group-level parameters βj that have a common expectation µ, and a com-
mon variance parameter σ2

β. In this work, yij corresponds to the ith height
or weight measurement of the jth individual, the expectation defined by
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individual-specific parameter βj. Based on the formulation above we see that
the total variance is split into two parts: interindividual and intraindividual
variance.

As seen from the presentation above, HLMs provide a statistical frame-
work to dissect the effects of the nesting structure from the effects of the
phenomenon of interest (Snijders 1996; Raudenbush and Bryk 2002). In our
case this would be the subject-dependent effects on growth versus population-
level effects on growth. The main assumption that distinguishes hierarchical
longitudinal linear models from other similar approaches is that subject-
related observations yi are a random sample from a certain population and
that the latent subject-wise trajectories have their realisation in the observa-
tions. Subject-specific parameters βj are called random coefficients as they
are assumed to be random along study subject (Snijders 1996).

In the thesis, classical linear model is first compared with univariate hi-
erarchical linear models in order to assess the benefits of using HLMs in
longitudinal settings. The classical linear model is not introduced exten-
sively in the thesis, but its background in Bayesian setting is described, for
example, by Gelman et al in their fundamental works on Bayesian inference
(Gelman and Hill 2007, 31, or in Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 355-).

As stated by Verbeke et al. 2014 in their review article, sometimes uni-
variate longitudinal models for each of the multivariate outcomes may be
enough to answer all the posed research questions. However, joint modeling
is required to assess the relation between covariates of choice together with
all the outcomes simultaneously, and in investigating the evolution of associ-
ation between various outcomes ("evolution of association"), or association
between the evolution of all outcomes ("association of evolution") that tells
about the way correlation between outcomes evolves (Fieuws and Verbeke
2004; Verbeke et al. 2014).

The multivariate modeling approach is especially relevant when the mod-
eling target is a function of multivariate outcomes. One of our research aims
is to predict the BMI that is known to be a continuous function of height
and weight. Here, the advantages of modeling height and weight should be
visible, as the traits are expected to be associated in time on biological level.

In our case, bivariate approach also gives opportunities to investigate new
research questions, like the relationship between height and weight growth
speeds, or the relationship between initial height and weight growth speed.
The correlation calculations become more challenging, as there are two types
of correlation in a multivariate longitudinal model: correlation between ob-
servations in time, and correlation between the outcome variables in one time
point (Fieuws and Verbeke 2004). Additionally, in longitudinal context, mul-
tivariate models have been successfully used in improving the prediction of a
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longitudinal outcome (Carles et al. 2017). In the thesis, both univariate and
bivariate HLMs are used to model the data. and The models are evaluated
in terms of prediction of height, weight and, most importantly BMI, and the
additional information provided by the correlation estimates of the bivariate
model is inspected and interpreted.

Alternative methods to model multivariate longitudinal data include marginal
model approach that requires specification of associations that are assumed
between the joint multivariate outcomes. A way to avoid the direct descrip-
tion of the nature of the outcome distribution in time, is to condition each
subject’s measurement time point on all other measurement time points -
this method is called conditional approach. One more alternative, especially
for multilevel models with large amount of outcomes, is the latent variables
evolution modeling that is based on various dimension-reduction techniques
(Gao et al. 2017; Verbeke et al. 2014).

1.3 Bayesian inference

Bayesian perspective is natural to hierarchical modeling. In the contempo-
rary Bayesian literature, HLMs are introduced as the next step after no-
pooling and complete-pooling modeling techniques. In no-pooling modeling
the nesting level groups are modeled completely independently, whereas in
complete-pooling approach all observations from different groups are treated
as coming from one, common group. In this framework, hierarchical lin-
ear models are an extension to the "partial pooling" approach, where the
unpeeled model parameters are viewed as a sample from population-level pa-
rameter population and hence, the group-specific model parameters can be
sampled from a single distribution (Gelman and Hill 2007).

One of the main features of Bayesian statistics is that it offers intuitive
exploration of the uncertainty around parameter estimates, as the researcher
can work directly with posterior distribution of the parameters instead of
point estimates with their errors and confidence intervals. Additionally, pre-
diction and exploration of predictive accuracy is relatively straightforward,
and computational methods used for parameter estimation have ensured that
Bayesian statistics are widely applied. Below, we describe some of the main
components of Bayesian inference.

Recall that for observations y1, . . . yn that are independent given unknown
parameters θ, following definitions hold in Bayesian analysis:

• likelihood function

p(y|θ) =
n∏
i=1

p(yi|θ),(1.4)
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• the distribution for parameter θ exists and is defined as prior distribu-
tion p(θ),

• the marginal distribution for data y is written as p(y),

• posterior distribution is defined by Bayes formula

p(θ|y) =
p(y|θ)p(θ)
p(y)

∝ p(y|θ)p(θ), and(1.5)

• posterior predictive distribution is defined as

p(ỹ|y) =

∫
θ

p(ỹ|θ)p(θ|y)dθ(1.6)

and can be thought of distribution for future unknown observations
given the observed data (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, page 7).

In some cases, the prior distribution and the likelihood function form
conjugate pairs, as the posterior distribution based on them belongs the same
distributional family as the prior. However, the Bayesian approach is not
restricted to conjugate pairs, and any prior distribution covering a reasonable
parameter space can be chosen, as the posterior distribution can be estimated
with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Gelman and Hill 2007,
408-409, Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 275). Sometimes even functions that are
not proper distributions can be used as priors (improper priors), as long as the
posterior distribution satisfies the requirements of the proper distribution.

MCMC sampling is one of the most common ways to sample from pos-
terior distributions that are not analytically tractable. The main idea is to
draw proposal values θ from known distributions, and then accepting values
that better approximate the target posterior distribution p(θ|y) (Gelman,
Carlin, et al. 2013, 278). In that way, the approximated distribution should
improve iteratively and converge to the target distribution. The nature of
the sampling is sequential. The process of sampling is often called random
walk, with each new sampled values depending on the previous drawn value.
Hence, the sequence of the drawn values θ|y fill the definition of a Markov
chain. More about MCMC, including the proof of its convergence to target
distribution, can be read in Gelman’s works, especially in (Gelman, Carlin,
et al. 2013, 275-280).

1.4 Model assessment, comparison and selection

It is a common practise to compare multiple similar models by assessing the
way they fit the dataset. An ideal model would be such that its out-of-sample
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predictive performance resembles completely the true data generating process
(Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 167). This goal is often difficult to achieve
with the data at hand, as it would require to wait for out-of-sample data.
Therefore, other substitutes are utilised to measure the predictive accuracy
of the models. Those serve in assessing the model’s predictive performance
and help with model selection among competing models (Gelman, Carlin,
et al. 2013, 170).

Deviance In general, the used estimates for out-of-sample predictive accu-
racy include methods that measure within-sample predictive accuracy, a naive
measure that compares the model to the data used for fitting. A common
measure used here is the model deviance (- 2 log p(y|θ̂)) (Gelman, Carlin,
et al. 2013, 179). The difference between deviance often captures the differ-
ence between model of choice and another model that often is chosen to fit
the given dataset perfectly. A perfectly fitting model is, in this case, a satu-
rated model with the same amount of parameters as there are observations
(Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 429).

Information criteria More complex models have a tendency to better fit
to the observations due to their size, which eventually leads to overfitting.
The methods that use adjusted within-sample predictive accuracy are such
that model deviance is often corrected with a "penalty" term in order to ac-
count for overfitting. A saturated model accounts perfectly for existing data
and does fit the dataset overly well by default. In practice, those methods
include various information criteria, like Akaike Information Criteria (AIC),
Deviance information Criteria (DIC) and Widely Applied Information Cri-
teria (WAIC) (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 170).

Posterior predictive checks Posterior predictive distribution p(ỹ|y) (Equa-
tion 1.6) provides an intuitive, within-sample predictive accuracy estimating
method: if the model describes the underlying distribution of y well, its pos-
terior predictive density should look similar to the distribution of y. Such
examinations are called posterior predictive checks (PPC). If the observed
data do not look plausible under the posterior predictive distribution, poten-
tial misfit in modeling may take place. Of course, differences may arise due
to chance or sampling bias and hence, the comparisons are often qualitative
in their nature (Rolfe 2011; Gelman and Hill 2007; Gelman, Carlin, et al.
2013).

In practice, posterior predictive checks are performed by simulating new
data yrep from the posterior predictive distribution p(ỹ|y), and comparing
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its empirical distribution to that of observations y (Rolfe 2011 Gelman and
Hill 2007 Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013). The variable yrep can be interpreted
as replicated data that could have been observed with the same model and
value of θ that produced y (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 145). The most
straightforward way to compare y and yrep is by overlaying their distribution
plots in order to see any systematic differences.

A more sophisticated method is to measure the difference by test discrep-
ancy measures T (y|θ) that plays a similar role as test statistics in frequentist
settings: it acts as a summary score to assess the difference between the
replicated data and true simulations. Compared to the frequentist setting,
the test statistics are allowed to depend on the model parameters under their
posterior distribution (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 145-146). The compari-
son between discrepancy measures T (yrep|θ) and T (y|θ) are often performed
graphically, but sometimes Bayesian p-values are needed. The p-value is de-
fined as probability that the replicated data are more extreme as the real
data and hence, small p-value could indicate a need to "reject" the model
that produced the replicated data, from this particular point of view (Rolfe
2011; Gelman and Hill 2007).

Cross-validation Another approach that tries to capture out-of-sample
predictive accuracy is Cross-validation (CV) (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013,
170). The Cross-validation approaches that are non-parametric in contrast
with information criteria. The main thought behind the method is to split
the dataset into estimation part and validation part, and investigate the
model’s generalisation for the validation sample (Picard and Cook 1984).

Maybe the most common form of Cross-validation, Leave-One-Out (LOO)
Cross-validation (LOO-CV), works by splitting the dataset into one observa-
tion that is used for validation, and the rest is used for fitting the model. A
LOO-CV score is obtained by repeating the validation calculation for each
data point. This is often computationally expensive and hence, different
shortcuts are used to approximate the calculations (Gelman, Carlin, et al.
2013, 170, Vehtari, Gelman, and Gabry 2017). Although sometimes recom-
mended and implemented for HLMs in general, cross-validation is not usually
found among recommended model assessment methods for longitudinal mod-
els and may not be viable in terms of our study setting.

Sensitivity analysis Other ways to assess model’s fit include sensitivity
analysis. Sensitivity analysis is used to show the model’s stability. The
method is to fit multiple probability models to answer the same research
question (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 185). The models may differ not only
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in prior distributions but also in the likelihood distribution specification.
When priors are changed, usually prior distributions are swapped between
fully informative, half informative and noninformative forms (Rolfe 2011;
Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 185).

Bayes factors and other model comparison and checking methods
A model comparison method that differs from predictive accuracy assessment
is Bayes factor estimation, where posterior probability of the model is cal-
culated by giving each model a prior probability p(M) that is multiplied by
the marginal likelihood p(y|M), namely probability of the data given model.
This gives a result proportional to the posterior distribution of the model,
given the data. The reason this approach is not often used is that Bayes
factors are sensitive to model’s components that cannot be tested with the
available dataset (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 182).

In linear models, Bayesian residuals can be used for model fit assessment
defined for a vector of independent variables x as yresi = yi − g(xi, θ) for the
predicted value g(xi, θ) = E(yi, xi, θ). Compared to the frequentist residual
definition where prediction is given by point estimate g(xi, θ̂), Bayesian set-
ting allows to take full uncertainty around parameter θ into account (Gelman,
Carlin, et al. 2013, 157).

Main research questions The goal of the modeling is to give feasible
results that are interpretable and contribute to real-life knowledge, or at
least the results are expected to be in line with current knowledge. Hence, the
results of the model of choice are inspected and interpreted. Study questions
that assess the models themselves are following:

1. How do various models compare to each other in (a) accuracy and (b)
precision of predictions for height and weight.

2. Can height and weight-based models reasonably predict the body mass
index, and is there difference between predictive accuracy and precision
of the models. Special attention is given to the evaluation of upper and
lower distribution quantiles, median and maximum values.

Based on the model of choice, following study questions regarding the phe-
nomenon of growth in children are inspected.

1. Difference between males and females (2-6 years) in growth.

2. The relationship between height parameters, weight parameters. In
bivariate modeling, the relationship between height and weight (inter-
cept/intercept, intercept-speed, speed-speed).
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3. The within-person and between-person variability of growth.

4. Do children’s living municipalities impact their growth.

2 Dataset
The dataset of childhood heights and weights is based on Register of Finnish
Primary Health Care Visits (Avohilmo). Its assembly, usage and mainte-
nance is part of the FinLapset project of Finnish Institute for Health and
Welfare (Lasten ja nuorten ylipaino ja lihavuus 2019-tilastoraportti 31/2020).
The weight and height measurement data is further narrowed to children’s
health clinics and school health centers and university health centers during
healthcare visits between 2010 and 2020, but the coverage of the information
is low especially on years 2010-2012. Therefore, the years are restricted to
2014-2020 for all analyses. The dataset is narrowed down to one measure-
ment per year for each individual, and out of possible multiple measurements,
the one closest to the birthday is chosen. More thorough dataset description
with some justification for dataset-related modeling choices regarding age
groups division, choice of location variable, choice of measurement interval,
is provided in Appendix A.

In order to save computation time, the analysed dataset was restricted
to three municipalities in Uusimaa, viz., Vihti, Kirkkonummi and Tuusula.
We fitted and compared various models for males with ages restricted to 2-6
years. The model of choice was fitted for females of the same age group
for estimate comparison. Additionally, the same model was fitted for males
and females of age groups (6,12], and (12,17] of the same municipalities.
The statistics given in Table 1 are concentrated around the dataset used for
eventual parameter estimation.

Measure Unit Range
Age years (2,6]

Measurement time calendar year [2014,2020)
Area - {Vihti, Kirkkonummi, Tuusula}
Sex - {male,female}

Weight kg [9.3,48.6]
Log weight (log) kg [2.2,3.9]
Height cm [78.8,133.0]

Log height (log) cm [4.4,4.9]

Table 1: Variable restrictions and ranges of the dataset used for modeling
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Transformation to BMI For the dataset with height and weight observa-
tions available simultaneously, body mass index or BMI is straightforward to
calculate for both observations and obtained predictions. Body mass index
is defined as

BMI (kg/m2) =
weight
height2

Nuttall 2015. In case of log transformation of height and weight, log BMI is
still easy to obtain and transform back to BMI in case needed:

log (BMI) = log(weight)− 2 log(height).

BMI was used in the thesis work in order to study the predictive power of
the models over a relevant function of height and weight. A bivariate model
with better predictive accuracy for the BMI would reveal that interaction
between height and weight is significant in BMI formation.

Finlapset register reports the childhood sex and age-adjusted derivative
of BMI, ISO-BMI, which is a more accurate metric to deliver information on
childhood body mass, as children’s relationship to height and weight cannot
be directly compared to the one of adults, and is age-dependent (Lasten
ja nuorten ylipaino ja lihavuus 2019-tilastoraportti 31/2020). However, the
Finnish childhood growth charts contain information for BMI percentiles
for each age years (Saari et al. 2011), and therefore, the empirical estimated
distribution of BMI for various age groups can be used for model and dataset
assessment.

Additional benefit of log transformed height and weight variables is that
the handling of log BMI as a difference between log weight and log height
is much easier than handling BMI as a ratio of weight and height, as ratio
distribution of two random variables is challenging in terms of deducing any
distributional parameters.
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2.1 Descriptive plots and tables for dataset of choice

Count Values Males Females

Age

2 2475 2250
3 3167 2894
4 3365 3108
5 2976 2773
6 180 181

Municipality
Tuusula 4275 4380
Vihti 2679 3168

Kirkkonummi 4252 4615

Total 11 206 12 163

Table 2: Measurement distribution, grouped by age, municipality
and sex

Descriptive tables Table 2 summarises the age, sex and municipality dis-
tribution of the observations and show the amount of repeated measurements.
Based on it, the dataset had a relatively uniform distribution of observations
by age. The group of six-year olds was small, as it contained observations of
children who were measured during their six-year birthday. For the future,
such small subgroup can be avoided with age range that is closed from the
lowest age - in our case that would have been range [2-6) years, which would
have given four age groups and not five. This would have given more reason-
able group sizes for various ages. The amounts of males and females across
the municipalities are of similar magnitudes.

Amount of repeated measurements Males Females
2 1975 1807
3 1628 1471
4 607 580
5 11 12

Total individuals 4221 3870

Table 3: Amount of individual-level measurement time points (age
years)

Based on Table 3, it can be seen that the structure of the given dataset
is such that most of the measurements are repeated only two times for an
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individual child. Often such designs are sub-optimal for studying individ-
ual growth: the duration of the study as well as frequency of the repeated
measurements affect the statistical precision (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002;
Raudenbush and Liu 2001). Additionally, models may be difficult to assess,
as it is known that Pareto Smoothed Importance Sampling methods often
used in combination with MCMC algorithms may be unreliable for calcu-
lating LOO Cross-validation estimates, when group-level observations are
sparse (Vehtari, Gelman, and Gabry 2017; Vehtari, Gabry, et al. 2020).

Summaries of height, weight and BMI Below are summarised the
main statistics of the studied dataset.

Age Range(min,max) Q25 Q50 Mean Q75

Height

2 (78.8,106.5) 87.7 90.0 90.8 93.5
3 (84.2,115.0) 95.0 98.0 98.3 101.0
4 (91.0,126.0) 102.0 105.0 105.5 108.3
5 (97.0,133.0) 109.0 112.8 112.8 116.0
6 (103.0,131.1) 115.0 118.1 118.2 121.0

Weight

2 (9.3,22.7) 12.4 13.4 13.6 14.60
3 (11.1,27.3) 14.3 15.5 15.7 16.9
4 (11.9,35.4) 16.2 17.5 17.8 19.0
5 (13.3,48.6) 18.3 19.8 20.4 21.8
6 (16.4,31.5) 20.0 21.8 22.1 23.6

BMI

2 (12.9,23.8) 15.6 16.4 16.4 17.2
3 (12.9,24.0) 15.4 16.2 16.2 17.0
4 (12.7,25.2) 15.1 15.8 15.9 16.6
5 (12.6,28.8) 14.9 15.7 15.9 16.6
6 (13.1,20.8) 14.8 15.6 15.7 16.5

Table 4: Height, weight and BMI statistics by age group. The statis-
tics Q25, Q50 and Q75 stand for 25% lower quantile, median and 75% lower
quantile, respectfully.

Table 4 shows that the mean BMI decreases as age increases, which is an
expected observation, based on work by Saari et al. 2011. Other descriptive
statistics are also similar with the existing knowledge of children’s growth,
including the mean weight and height gain per year. We also observe the
increase in positivity of weight skewness upon age increase, as the median
statistic is 0.2 kg from the mean in two-year olds but 0.6 kg in five year olds.
The amount of observations for six year olds is so small that they are not
comparable to the rest of the dataset.
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2.2 Logarithm transformation and transformation to BMI

First, we visualised the modeling dataset in order to assess its skewness and
evaluate the effects of log transformation upon it. Additionally, we plotted
the height and weight observations for all age years, in order to inspect their
relationship before and after log transformation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Distributions of raw and log-transformed dataset of height
and weight. The left columns are male subsets and right columns are female
subsets. The figures in (a) are raw height and weight observations, whereas
the figures in (b) are the log transformations of the observations. Black dots
indicate the mean values for each time point.
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(a) Height and Weight by age category

(b) Log height vs log weight by age category

Figure 2: Relationship between height and weight of the 2-6 year old males
before and after log transformation.

In Figure 1, besides witnessing similar height and weight distributions
as in the whole dataset in Appendix A, we notice that logarithm conversion
of weight visibly diminishes the heteroschedasticity associated with weight
development in time and reduces the skewness successfully even for oldest
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children in the age category.
In Figure 2, we observe that there is correlation between height and

weight, making the bivariate modeling more appropriate. Additionally, log
conversion makes the relationship between height and weight to appear more
linear, a relevant feature especially for age categories above three years.

(a) Q-Q-plot, height (b) Q-Q-plot, weight

(c) Q-Q-plot, log height (d) Q-Q-plot, log weight

Figure 3: Quantile-Quantile plots of heights and weights of 5-year olds males.

The Q-Q-plots in Figure 3 reveal that especially weight distribution re-
sembles more normal distribution after log conversion, although even after
the transformation the distribution is not as normal as in height. The height
distribution does not suffer from log conversion but on contrary, the Q-Q
plot is slightly more linear than before.

3 Statistical models and computation for height
and weight data

Several models were fitted for the model comparison stage: classical linear
model, univariate HLMs, bivariate HLMs, and models with area as fixed
covariate (conditional). One of the research aims was to compare various
models and examine their advantages in capturing the properties of childhood
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growth. The second aim was to answer multiple study questions regarding
the phenomenon itself.

We assume the individual outcomes, Yti and the individual growth trajec-
tory parameters η01, η02, . . . η0p to be normally distributed. Height is a classic
example of a trait that is normally distributed. For practical applications,
we use log transformed height instead of height and log transformed weight,
which needs to be taken into account when interpreting our parameters.

3.1 Marginal (univariate) models of height and weight

Classical linear model Let yti, t = 1, 2, . . . Ti, i = 1, 2, . . . n, be the weight
or height observations written together as y, and let covariates ati denote
measurement age for time t = 1, 2, . . . Ti, where Ti ≤ 5, and individuals
i = 1, 2, . . . n, n = 4221 (Table 3). We collect the data points ati into the
matrix A, as described below.

The classical linear model is expressed in (1.1) or equivalently with distri-
bution specification in formula, as (1.2). In those definitions, n denotes the
amount of the dataset’s observations. From here on, the amount of observa-
tions will be written as nobs. Here the matrix X is replaced with matrix A,
to underline that the observation matrix consists of time-dependent variables
ati.

The observation matrix A contains two columns and
∑n

i=1 Ti rows, and
can be written as:

A =


A1

A2
...

An

 , Ai =


1 ai1
1 ai2
...

...
1 aiTi

 .

Note that the matrix A does not include area covariates and in that way,
the classical linear model is similar to later defined unconditional HLM.

In Bayesian terms, the classical linear model can be explicitly written for
random variable Y behind observations y as in (1.2):

Y|β, σ ∼ N(Aβ, σ2I)

and parameters β, σ follow arbitrary prior distributions.
Below, we will recall the error term assumptions of the classical linear

model and inspect their suitability for our modeling goals. All of the assump-
tions we investigate are implied by stating that the error terms eit ∼ N(0, σ2).

• Independence of errors eit: the error terms are assumed to be indepen-
dent of each other (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 46), meaning in practice
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that the measured entities are independent of each other. In case of
childhood growth, this is a dubious statement as we could suppose that
each child’s measurements are dependent on the child and influenced
by that particular child’s growth: it is highly likely that each child’s
measurement errors are correlated, which negates our assumption of
independent errors (more about correlated error terms in Section 1.1).
Another difficult aspect is the independence of error terms in time, an
assumption that also exists in HLMs, although they allow for a more
general error term generalisation (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 177).

• Normality of errors: error terms are assumed to have a common normal
distribution withe the same mean and variance terms. This assumption
holds in classical linear models and it may hold partially in HLMs,
only that in HLMs the error term is partitioned into within-group and
between-group errors that behave differently.

• Equal variance of errors, mentioned in the previous bullet point. Gel-
man, Carlin, et al. 2013, on page 46 state that unequal variance of the
observations does not affect the formation of the expected value Xβ
(in our case, Aβ) and hence, the issue of breaking this assumption is
often not critical. However, in our dataset we see that the variance
among the mean displays some level of heteroschedasticity in weight
even upon log transformation and hence we know that this assumption
does not hold to some extent (see Section 2 for the development of
height and weight in the dataset upon time, and with log conversion).

Additionally, additivity and linearity of the interaction between depen-
dent and independent variable are an important assumption in linear models,
and in our case, the assumption holds for classical linear model and for HLMs
(Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 46). In order to hold the additivity and linearity
assumptions better, the measurement outputs were transformed to log scale,
and additionally growth trajectories were divided for various age groups in a
data-driven way so that each age group would have a seemingly stable slope
upon fitting the linear regression model (more in Section 2 and Appendix
A).

Hierarchical linear model The HLMs are usually described in two levels,
where level-1 is for changes at the individual level (within-subject), and level-
2 is for changes at the group level (between-subject). For model description,
we use notation by Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 162-, except for some letter
substitutions.
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The level-1, within-subject model is written as:

yti = η0i + η1ia
1
ti + η2ia

2
ti + · · ·+ ηPia

P
ti + eti,(3.1)

where the individual-specific growth parameters are ηpi, where p ∈ (0, . . . P )
is the polynomial degree of the model. When P = 1, the model is called
linear growth model (Rolfe 2011, Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 163). When
P = 0, the model is considered unconditional at all time points at level-1.
In this case, E(Yti) = η0i, meaning that the parameter η0i is the expected
value for the measurement of ith person (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 23 or
more generally, 412). We set P = 1 since we employ linear growth model at
level-1. The model used for the work is now

yti = η0i + η1iati + eti.(3.2)

For modeling purposes, the age is normalised to start from zero, that is
ati = a∗ti − amin, where a∗ti is the child’s age and amin = 2 is minimum
measurement age. The parameters ηpi, (p ∈ {0, 1}) are the growth trajectory
parameters of the individual i. The intercept η0i tells about the expectation
for either log height or log weight at the initial age of the child (2 years).
The slope term η1i indicates the change in log weight or log height as age
increases. For further usage, we denote ηi = (η0i, η0i).

At level-2 (between-subject), the model describes the way parameters ηpi
vary across individuals, and it can be written in general terms as:

ηpi = βp0 +

Qp∑
q=1

βpqxqi + rpi,(3.3)

where xqi ∈ X (QP × n) is a measured time-independent variable for the
individual i with parameters βpq, q = 1, . . . QP being the amount of parame-
ters βp for each polynomial of degree p on level-1. The parameter βpq is the
effect of xqi on the pth growth parameter, and rpi is a random effect with
mean 0 and variance σrpi . Level-2 model can be considered stage-1 prior for
the level-1 model parameters (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 412).

If there are no explanatory variables in level-2 model, the model is called
unconditional, or more precisely unconditional linear growth model, as it still
contains the time covariates on level-1 (Rolfe 2011). For brevity, we will call
such model unconditional growth model or even unconditional model later
in the thesis. Otherwise, if the level-2 model contains time-independent
covariates, it is called conditional linear growth model or similarly as above,
conditional growth model or even conditional model. In the thesis, both
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unconditional growth model and level-2 conditional growth model were fitted
to the dataset.

The unconditional level-2 growth model is(
η0i
η1i

)
=

(
β00
β10

)
+

(
r0i
r1i

)
,(3.4)

and the corresponding conditional growth model is(
η0i
η1i

)
=

(
β00 + β01xi
β10 + β11xi

)
+

(
r0i
r1i

)
,(3.5)

where parameters β00, β01 are the fixed effects that account for the random
intercept η0i, and parameters β10, β11 are the fixed effects that account for
the random slope η1i. The covariates xi ∈ {Vihti,Kirkkonummi,Tuusula}
stand for the individual’s locations that do not depend upon measurement
time. Please note that a more comprehensive way for writing a model with
multiple explanatory categorical variables like municipalities would be with
the usage of dummy variables. In our case, we did not proceed to dummy
variable coding as the main interest was to see if the individual’s location has
any effect on the modeling outcomes, regardless of the location. However, if
some effect would have been detected, conversion of the categorical variable
to dummy coding would have been necessary.

Level-2 residuals are described as(
r0
r1

)
∼ N

((
0
0

)
,Ω

)
, Ω =

(
σr0 σr01
σr01 σr1

)
.(3.6)

The covariance matrix Ω with dimensions (P + 1)×(P + 1) is a full random
effects covariance matrix (in Gelman’s works, this is called varying intercept-
varying slope model’s covariance matrix, for example in Gelman and Hill
2007, 279), which means that association between the random intercept η0i
and η1i is allowed. The variance terms of the covariance matrix are inter-
preted as the measures of between-subject variability of the parameters ηpi.
The parameters σr0, and σr1 represent the variances of η0i and η1i, respect-
fully. The parameter σr01 tells about the correlation ρr01 between η0i, η1i, as
it can be decomposed to σr01 = ρr01σr0σr1(Rolfe 2011).

The level-1 errors eti, defined in Equation (3.2), are assumed to be inde-
pendent and normally distributed with common mean 0 and with variance
term σe, or eti ∼ N(0, σe). This means that when random effects are taken
into account, individual height or weight observations are not dependent
from each other in time. This assumption is common but raises questions, as
common sense tells that the previous observations should somehow influence
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the next observations. Sometimes the error term’s variance is more complex,
with added time covariates and time-dependent variances. The variance pa-
rameter σe is interpreted as the deviation around each individual’s trajectory
(Rolfe 2011).

Combined model for observations yti can be now defined as by Bryk and
Raudenbush 1987, 149. Below, we show the combined model in the hierar-
chical conditional linear growth model’s case:

yti = β00 + β01x1i + β10ati + β11x1iati︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fixed effects part

+ r0i + r1iati︸ ︷︷ ︸
Random effects part

+eti.(3.7)

Below, the unconditional and conditional HLMs are defined with Bayesian
notation. Note that for the conditional growth model we now define the time-
independent fixed variable Xi (nobs × 2)

Xi =


1 x1
1 x2
. . . . . .
1 xn

 .

(yti|A,ηi, σ2
e) ∼ N(η0i + η1iati, σ

2
e) (or matrix notation:)(3.8)

(y|A,ηi, σ2
e) ∼ N(Aηi, σ

2
e)(3.9)

(ηi|β,Ω) ∼ N(β,Ω) or for conditional case,(3.10)
(ηi|β,Xi,Ω) ∼ N(Xβ,Ω)(3.11)

σe ∼ inv-Gamma(0.5, 0.5)(3.12)
βq ∼ N(a, b)(3.13)

For the prior distribution of the components β, the hyperprior parameters
a, b are chosen based on fitted linear models of the same polynomial degree
for the whole dataset of interest. More details on the hyperprior choices are
in Table 5.

The covariance matrix Ω is decomposed into scale and correlation com-
ponents τ and Λ, defined as

Ω = diag matrix(τ )×Λ× diag matrix(τ ).(3.14)

For covariance matrix Ω, an unconjugated prior is chosen according to
the recommendations of the computational software rStan user manual S. D.
Team 2021. The prior distribution for τ is recommended to be, for example,
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a half-Cauchy distribution with a small scale. In our case, we narrowed the
prior scale for τ a little bit from the recommended:

τp ∼ Cauchy(0, 0.5), for p ∈ {0, 1, . . . P} and τp > 0.

For the correlation matrix Λ, Lewandowski-Kurowicka-Joe (LKJCorr) cor-
relation prior is recommended:

Λ ∼ LKJCorr(z), where z > 1.

It holds that

(LKJCorr(Ω|z)) ∼ det(Λ)z−1(3.15)

.
The definition of the LKJCorr distribution is given in in (Gelman, Carlin,

et al. 2013, 579).
Under Bayesian setting, we can summarise the additional assumptions of

the model:

1. The outcomes yti are independently and normally distributed given
A,η, σ2

e .

2. The mean of the distribution f(yti|η, σ2
e) is defined as:

E(yti|η, σ2
e) = η0i + η1iati,

and variance is σ2
e (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 413).

3. The level-2 parameters ηi are normally distributed given parameters
β,Ω (Bryk and Raudenbush 1987). This assumption is not as easy to
check as the corresponding assumption for the level-1 parameters.

4. The individual-level parameters ηpi are independently distributed only
in special cases. Usually in full random-effects models they are allowed
to vary together with a common covariance matrix Ω.

5. The mean of the distribution f(η|β, σ2
rpi

) is defined as:

E(ηpi|β, σ2
rpi

) = β0p +

Qp∑
q=1

βpqxqi.
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3.2 Bivariate model for height and weight

Let the response variable be a matrix Y (
∑n

i=1 Ti) × 2), where n equals
the amount of observations for two variables of interest that are height and
weight. For the bivariate setting, we re-define the component of Y yit as
yit = (yHit

, yW2it
), where the first element is the height, and the second is

the weight measured at time t for an individual i. Now each trait can be
described with the hierarchical linear model. Level-1 is the within-subject
model with individual outcomes taken into account:(

yHit

yWit

)
=

(
ηH0i

+ ηH1i
ati

ηW0i
+ ηW1i

ati

)
+

(
e1it
e2it

)
,(3.16)

Level-1 error components remain independent, uncorrelated and not as-
sociated with random effects:(

eHti

eWti

)
∼ N

([
0
0

]
,

[
σeHti

0

0 σeWti

])
.(3.17)

This means that if conditioned on the random effects, the response trajecto-
ries of the observations ykti are independent (Fieuws and Verbeke 2004).

In the literature, another way to represent multivariate model is with
dummy variables in order to indicate model parts related to the variable of
interest (Goldstein 2011, MacCallum et al. 1997).

Next, the individual parameters are described through a joint distribution
for the random effects ηkpi , for example as:

ηH0i

ηH1i

ηW0i

ηW1i

 =


βH0

βH1

βW0

βW1

+


rH0i

rH1i

rW0i

rW1i

(3.18)

in unconditional growth setting. The distribution structure between level-2
error terms can now be described with normal distribution:

rH0i

rH1i

rW0i

rW1i

 ∼ N(0,Ω),

As in the univariate case, Ω is the covariance matrix of the random effects.
It can be written as a decomposition:

Ω =

(
ΩHH ΩHW

ΩWW

)
.
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The matrices ΩHH , ΩWW are identical in their description and interpretation
as the random effects covariance matrix Ω of the univariate case (Equation
(3.6)).

Now the bivariate variance components matrix ΩHW is defined as

ΩHW =

(
σrH0W0

σrH0W1

σrH1W0
σrH1W1

)
.

Each of the components describes relationship between height and weight in-
tercept or slope terms. For example we can write σrH0W0

as cov(σrH0
, σrW0

) =
ρH0,W0 · σrH0

· σrW0
, meaning that σrH0W0

tells about the ways parameters of
height and weight intercepts interact.

Overall, the individual-level covariance matrix Ω incorporates four pa-
rameters to be estimated from matrix ΩHW , three parameters for both ma-
trices ΩHH and ΩWW , meaning that for all level-2 models there are overall
ten variance components to be estimated.

The level-1 and level-2 structures imply that for each individual observa-
tion, height and weight are uncorrelated, when conditioned on the random
effects. Such an assumption is reasonable, if height and weight are able to be
correlated on between-subject level of the model. Height and weight are not
dependent on each other in previous time points, which, as stated in context
of univariate modeling (3.1), may be a dubious assumption.

Otherwise, the combined model described in Equation (3.7) is the same
in the bivariate case. The model’s Bayesian notation with the additional
assumptions remain similarly written and defined as in Section 3.1.

The covariance matrix Ω, 2(P + 1)× 2(P + 1) is in practice defined as a
scale-correlation matrix decomposition like in (3.14). Its hyperprior choices
remain similar: namely, half-Cauchy distribution for component τp of the
scale parameter τ , and LKJ distribution for the correlation matrix Λ.

3.3 Addition of area as a covariate

As mentioned earlier, in both univariate and bivariate HLMs, area as a co-
variate is added on the between-subject level (level-2). From practical point
of view, the municipalities of Tuusula, Vihti and Kirkkonummi may be too
similar to show any effect related to area, but such an effect may exist, and
moreover, any additional information may be beneficial or provide other in-
teresting effects on precision, accuracy or variance estimates.

In general, the expectation from covariates addition depends on the level
of covariate addition. If another covariate and hence, more information is
added to between-subject level model (level-2), the uncertainty around fixed
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parameter estimates is expected to decrease. On the other hand, more infor-
mation in between-subject level, like more information from individuals, de-
creases the uncertainty around within-subject (level-1) parameter estimates.
The estimates of variance are not expected to change upon covariate addi-
tion neither on level-1 or level-2 (Gelman and Hill 2007, page 458). However,
in some cases covariate addition may increase the residual variance, which
would be an anomaly in classical linear models. This behavior can arise when
decreased individual-level variability is compensated by larger variability on
level-2 due to control of some underlying variables (Gelman and Hill 2007,
480).

3.4 Bayesian computation

The model’s parameters were estimated with MCMC algorithm implemented
by the Stan software that provides a computational Bayesian framework for
a variety of different models (Stan Development Team 2020). The program-
ming language of choice was R (R. C. Team 2017). Stan is known to be a
fast sampler as it uses the modern No-U-Turn (NUTS) algorithm (Gelman,
Carlin, et al. 2013, 304, Hoffman, Gelman, et al. 2014) that pre-tunes the
sampling parameters, among other practical benefits.

Convergence: most common issues When running MCMC algorithms,
convergence is important to assess as sometimes the posterior distribution ob-
tained with it is not representative of the true posterior distribution. The
posterior distribution p(θ|y) is obtained by iterative simulation, which is im-
portant to acknowledge when interpreting the results. Most common reasons
behind sampler’s lack of convergence include following:

• Initial sampling value influences the sampler;

• The chosen model may not describe the data well;

• The sampler did not run for sufficient amount of iterations;

• The posterior geometry of aim may be challenging to the sample algo-
rithm;

• The sampler is badly tuned and makes too small or large search steps
in the parameter space.
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Convergence: solutions to the issues Often practices of implementing
MCMC include running multiple chains with varying initial values, discard-
ing the first half of the sampler’s iteration samples as "warm-up" samples,
running the sampler for a sufficient amount of iterations as well as imple-
menting samplers that optimise some of the sampling parameters (Gelman,
Carlin, et al. 2013, 282-304, Rolfe 2011). Sometimes problems that arise
from sampler’s auto-correlation are addressed by only using every nth sim-
ulation draw, denoted as chain thinning. However, the Stan Development
Team 2020 some other sources do not recommend thinning unless necessary
for computational reasons, as it throws away information. In all cases, it
is important to remember that there is no way to rigorously show that the
sampler has converged, as any phase that looks stationary may be temporary
and change, had the sampler ran for more iterations.

In order to avoid some of the known causes for convergence failure, we
ran the MCMC algorithm for our models for 1000 iterations each, with 500
first iterations used as warm-up samples and the rest as sampling targets.
We ran two chains for each model in order to assess chain mixing. We did
not use chain thinning. The model code is given in Appendix B.

Convergence is in practice defined by stationarity and chain mixing, and
there are multiple ways to assess those. The first assessment is usually visual
examination of the trace plots, showing posterior estimates of the parameters.
Visual inspection is an not a reliable tool to assess convergence on its own
(Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 285), and it is unfeasible to use when the number
of estimated parameters becomes large enough, as often with hierarchical
linear models.

Gelman-Rubin Statistic and Effective Sample Size Instead of trace-
plots alone, a good way to inspect stationarity and chain mixing is to cal-
culate Gelman-Rubin statistic R̂. The idea behind the calculation is to split
each of the m, m > 1 chains in the middle of sampling iterations for chain
length n, and check for mixing of the remaining representative half-sequences
with the help of calculated between-sample variance B and withing-sample
variance W . With those, we can estimate the factor for shrinking of a scale
parameter if the simulations were run for infinitely long time. That estimate
is the R̂ statistic. If R̂ is much higher than 1, there is reason to suspect that
the chains have not reached stationary phase or mixing. In practice, the limit
for convergence is considered to be when R̂ < 1.1. More detailed definition
and intuition behind the Gelman-Rubin R̂ statistic is written in (Gelman,
Carlin, et al. 2013, 284-286).

One more statistic often calculated for convergence assessment is Effec-
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tive Sample Size (ESS), also known as effective number of simulation draws
neff . It tells about the amount that autocorrelation within chains increases
uncertainty in estimates. In practice, it is defined as a ratio neff that consists
of number of iterations n and number of chains m, and an autocorrelation
term. Now is defined as

neff =
mn

1 + 2
∑T

t=1 ρ̂ t
,

where ρ̂T is the estimated autocorrelation term. In case of neff > mn,
autocorrelation between the posterior draws must be negative, which, in turn,
implies less dependent samples within each chain. More detailed description
and definition are given in (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 287).

Convergence checks The sampler convergence was checked in multiple
ways:

• traceplots of the main parameters of interest were inspected

• The Rubin-Gelman R-hat values’ sufficiency was ensured

• The efficient sample size (ESS) values’ sufficiency was ensured

• Stan software informs the user about divergent transitions that indicate
regions of challenging geometry in the target distribution that the sam-
pler may fail to adequately explore (S. D. Team 2021). It was ensured
that there were no divergent transitions in any of the ran models.

Prior choices The prior choices for the covariance matrix Ω are discussed
above in sections 3.1 and 3.2. The priors distributions for β are given in
the table below. Generally, the expectation of priors for parameters β were
looked up from corresponding fitted frequentist linear model, in order to
speed the calculation. In order to exclude the effect of such prior choices,
sensitivity analysis with flat priors was conducted for univariate and bivariate
HLMs. For variance parameter σe, conjugate inverse Gamma distribution
was the distribution of choice, and the distribution was kept as uninformative
as possible, leading to σe1 , σe1 ∼ Inv-Gamma(0.5, 0.5).
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Parameter Distribution Expected value
βH0 Normal 4.5
βH1 Normal 0.066
βW0 Normal 2.6
βW1 Normal 0.13

βH01 (conditional) Normal -0.01
βH11 (conditional) Normal 0.03
βW01 (conditional) Normal -0.022
βW11 (conditional) Normal 0.06

Table 5: Prior choices used in the modeling. The prior choices used in
the classical linear model, bivariate models and univariate models. For all
the priors of the table, variance was kept at 1. Only priors for β parameters
are given in the table.

3.5 Model evaluation

Models were mainly evaluated via the exploitation of posterior predictive
distribution. However, sensitivity analysis was performed, in addition with
other validation methods, includingWAIC scoring and LOO Cross-validation.

Posterior predictive SD One way to assess posterior predictive accuracy
is to assess the standard deviation (SD) of each individual prediction, given
by posterior predictive distribution. The reduction of posterior predictive
SD corresponds to increased accuracy in predictions. Posterior predictive
standard deviation was calculated for each individual i’s observation yi as

SD(yi) =
k∑
j=1

(yi − ȳi)
k − 1

(3.19)

for simulation rounds j = 1, . . . , k. The observation were log height, log
weight or the derived log BMI value. For each age category, the mean over
standard deviations for that age category was taken as the estimate for the
posterior predictive standard deviation.

The posterior predictive checks (PPC) The results between classical
model, univariate and bivariate HLMs, conditional HLMs were compared
by PPCs via inspection of overlay plots of posterior predictive distribution
p(ỹ|y), and by assessing the discrepancy values T (y|θ) of the posterior distri-
bution. Additionally, predictive accuracy between the models was compared
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by calculating posterior predictive standard deviations for each age group’s
backtransformed height, weight and BMI.

The posterior predictive check of BMI is especially interesting, as it is
not a value that was modeled directly, but is a continuous function of height
and weight. The advantage of joint modeling of height and weight on the
prediction of BMI can be assessed. In case of bivariate modeling, an advan-
tage could mean that investigating height and weight together is beneficial
for BMI predictions.

Graphical posterior predictive check with distribution overlays The
posterior predictive check is in practice visualised with a distribution overlay
figure, where the empirical distribution of the true observations y is over-
laid with kernel density estimate plots from each simulation round’s predic-
tions. The visual inspection of the plots can reveal the possible differences in
skewness, kurtosis, modality or variance of the empirical distribution of ob-
servations y, compared to posterior predictive distribution p(̃(y)j|y) of each
simulation round j = 1, . . . , k. We drew overlay figures for height, weight
and BMI in all measurement ages.

Posterior predictive check with assessment of discrepancy values
Assessment of the discrepancy values T (y|θ) was performed with the aid of
bayesplot package that is developed specifically for evaluation of Stan model-
ing output (Gabry et al. 2019). In order to inspect the behaviour of posterior
predictive distribution’s values at distributional tails, we calculated discrep-
ancy values T1(y|θ)=10% quantile and T2(y|θ)=90% quantile of the posterior
predictive distribution. We also calculated T3(y|θ) and T4(y|θ), representing
the max(y|θ) and = median(y|θ) (50% quantile), respectfully. All the dis-
crepancy values were chosen in order to capture model’s properties that are
not not described directly by model parameters, as recommended in (Gabry
et al. 2019).

The median test statistic T (y|θ) = median(y|θ) should detect the incon-
sistencies that can be influenced by skewed distribution or distribution with
long tails, or even a few outlier values influencing the prediction. As the
location parameter of the model is consistently the mean value and we know
that weight distribution is rather skewed, median is a justified choice for a
the discrepancy value.

The effect of maximum value as test statistic T (y|θ) = max(y|θ) is harder
to evaluate. It tells about the way predictions are able to capture outlier
distributions. However, predictions that are consistently higher than the
maximum value may show that the posterior predictive distribution overem-
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phasizes the magnitude and role of a few extreme values.

Sensitivity analysis In our study, we performed sensitivity analysis by
running unconditional univariate and bivariate models with flat, default pri-
ors of Stan software, and by comparing the obtained results with the ones
of more informative priors. Additionally, we ran frequentist linear model in
order to validate our Bayesian workflow.

LOO Cross-validation and WAIC calculation We used Leave one Out
cross-validation provided by the Stan-compatible R package loo (Vehtari,
Gelman, and Gabry 2017). Pareto-smoothed LOO Cross-Validation is the
recommended predictive accuracy assessment method for hierarchical, multi-
level models as it is asymptotically equivalent to WAIC and computationally
as efficient, but it is more robust in the finite case with weak priors or in-
fluential observations. (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 182). For more detailed
LOO cross-validation description, see (Gelman, Carlin, et al. 2013, 175).
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4 Results
Below, we describe the main findings used for creating insight to research
questions in Section 1.4. The models and their evaluation methods are de-
scribed in Section 3.

4.1 Model assessment and comparison: classical versus
hierarchical linear model

Figure 4 illustrates differences in model predictions under the classical linear
models and the hierarchical linear models.

(a) Mean posterior predictions, weight

(b) Mean posterior predictions, height

Figure 4: Differences between classical linear model and HLM’s pre-
dictions Violin plot of the true individual observations against each individ-
ual’s mean posterior predictions for each individual i is shown. The legend
texts y correspond to true observations (in blue), and y_pred_hlm corre-
sponds to the unconditional bivariate hierarchical model’s predictions (in
red), and y_pred_classical to the classical linear model’s predictions (in yel-
low).
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The Figure 4 shows that the classical linear model’s predictions do not
correspond to the true height or weight distribution’s mode values, which is
especially visible in 2-year olds age group, where the classical linear model’s
predictions are higher than the true observed values. The same pattern can
be observed for the predictions of 4-year old and 5-year old individuals in
weight, where the true weight observations for those age groups have long
tails. The observations for six year olds are significantly smaller in size,
leading to a different distribution shape of observations and less accurate
predictions (see the dataset description in Section 2.1).

4.2 Model assessment and comparison: Reduction in
posterior predictive standard deviation

In order to assess the accuracy of the model predictions, the posterior pre-
dictive standard deviation was calculated for height, weight and BMI.

Based on Table 6, HLMs increase predictive precision together with bi-
variate modeling for all age categories. We see slight decrease in predictive
precision for bivariate conditional growth model with area as a covariate for
log height and log weight, but sometimes slight increase in predictive pre-
cision in the same case for the BMIs. The differences between posterior
predictive SDs between age groups within bivariate HLMs as well as within
univariate HLMs are small - of third decimal number.

Altogether the posterior predictive standard deviations vary between mod-
els especially in log weight and log BMI predictions, showing that the model
choice affects the predictive precision especially when weight and BMI are
modeled. The differences between bivariate and univariate HLM’s standard
deviations are of second decimal order, and the difference between HLMs
and classical linear model are of first decimal order. The precision bene-
fits substantially from using HLMs, compared to classical linear modeling,
and bivariate modeling provides a clear additional advantage. In log height
modeling, the gained benefits are substantially smaller although also visible.
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Height (log)
Age Classical Uncond. 1-var Cond. 1-var Uncond. bivar Cond. bivar

2 years 0.047 0.030 0.030 0.028 0.029
3 years 0.047 0.032 0.031 0.028 0.030
4 years 0.047 0.028 0.030 0.025 0.026
5 years 0.048 0.031 0.031 0.028 0.028
6 years 0.046 0.030 0.031 0.027 0.029
Weight (log)
2 years 0.133 0.064 0.064 0.058 0.059
3 years 0.135 0.067 0.066 0.058 0.060
4 years 0.132 0.060 0.061 0.058 0.060
5 years 0.133 0.061 0.065 0.060 0.059
6 years 0.130 0.066 0.063 0.061 0.060
BMI (log)
2 years 0.160 0.086 0.087 0.073 0.075
3 years 0.168 0.093 0.088 0.076 0.073
4 years 0.166 0.082 0.084 0.076 0.076
5 years 0.167 0.088 0.089 0.081 0.074
6 years 0.158 0.089 0.086 0.078 0.076

Table 6: Model’s predictive accuracy measured by posterior predic-
tive standard deviation. Posterior predictive standard deviation under
various models: logarithm of height, weight and BMI. The column head-
ers represent the child’s age (Age) posterior predictive distribution given
by classical linear model (Classical), univariate unconditional growth model
(Uncond. 1-var), conditional univariate growth model (Cond. 1-var), bivari-
ate unconditional growth model (Uncond. bivar) and bivariate conditional
growth model (Cond. bivar).
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4.3 Model assessment and comparison: Posterior pre-
dictive checks

Figure 5: Posterior predictive check for assessment of height, weight
and BMI predictions. Overlay of the first 1000 yrep|θ simulation’s kernel
density estimates for the 2-year olds and 5-year olds (green, brown and navy
colored lines), together with the true distribution of corresponding height,
weight and BMI observations y (purple histogram).
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Only unconditional HLMs were shown here for clarity, as conditional, fixed
covariate HLMs had predictive distributions that were visually indistinguish-
able from the unconditional models.

The density overlay plots in Figure 5 showed clear differences in the BMI
predictions, as in classical linear model the distribution of the simulated
values was much wider than the true BMI distribution, compared both hi-
erarchical linear models. Additionally, the bivariate unconditional HLM sig-
nificantly adds predictive value to BMI, compared to the univariate HLM,
showing the highest predictive accuracy of all presented models.

In case of height and weight, the density overlay plots did not provide
a clear difference between the models. In both weight and height posterior
predictions, classical linear model looked slightly inferior for two year olds.

Both HLMs provide more accurate estimates for 10% and 90% quantiles of
the BMI distribution for two year olds and five year olds, as shown in Figure
6. The distance from the predicted quantile to the true discrepancy value
of observations y is reduced around two times from classical linear model
to univariate HLMs. The bivariate model’s predictions are also around two
times more accurate with distance of approximately half (BMI) to the true
discrepancy value.

In Figure 7 we see that the deviation around both sample maximum and
sample median in posterior predictive simulation values is larger in case of
classical linear model than in hierarchical models. Additionally, the deviation
around maximum value seems smaller in bivariate model than in univariate
model. Overall, clear benefit can be seen in hierarchical modeling. Especially
in two year olds, the estimated maximum value of the univariate HLMs is
much closer to the sample’s true maximum value than the classical linear
model’s estimate. Otherwise, the maximum discrepancy value’s simulation-
based estimates are consistently lower than the rest, when the estimates are
provided by the bivariate HLM.
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Figure 6: Model check using posterior predictive distributions for
the BMI. T (y|θ)=10% quantile(y|θ) and T (y|θ)=90% quantile(y|θ), 2 and
5 year olds, first 1000 prediction simulations. The purple dots correspond to
T (y|θ), and the yellow dots to T (yrep|θ)

.
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Figure 7: Posterior predictive check with discrepancy value func-
tions median and maximum for the BMI. T (y|θ)=median(y|θ) and
T (y|θ)=max(y|θ), 2 and 5 year olds, first 1000 prediction simulations. The
purple dots correspond to T (y|θ), and the yellow dots to T (yrep|θ)

.
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4.4 Other model evaluation results

As mentioned in 3.5, we additionally performed LOO Cross-validation, WAIC
calculation, and sensitivity analysis for the computed models. Out of these
analyses, the sensitivity analysis showed that the choice of priors did not af-
fect the results of the fitted models. In other words, the parameter estimates
as well as the standard errors around the estimates remained the same up to
the third decimal. The fitted frequentist linear model gave similar estimates
as models with and without informative priors, implying that the modeling
results or their accuracy are not affected by the prior choices. The model
estimates given by sensitivity analysis are written in Appendix D.

The LOO cross-validation with the package loo, however, did not suc-
ceed. The loo validation package provides estimates for Pareto k values of
the Pareto-Smoothed Importance sampling (PSIS). It estimates the distance
between an individual leave-one-out distribution and the full distribution, in-
dicating the reliability of LOO algorithm’s estimated outputs. The reasoning
is that if omitting of one observation changes the leave-one-out distribution
significantly, then importance sampling will not acquire reliable estimates.
The threshold for robust Pareto k values is considered to be k ≤ 0.7 (Ve-
htari, Gabry, et al. 2020), and our values were significantly higher.

Similarly, adjusted within-sample predictive accuracy measurements (WAIC)
gave unreliable estimates. Many of the elpdWAIC estimates were considered
reliable as many of them had higher values than 0.4. This is not surprising
as WAIC estimate is considered in practice even less stable than LOO-CV
scoring, although their scores should be asymptotically the same (Vehtari,
Gelman, and Gabry 2017; Watanabe and Opper 2010).

4.5 Results based on the selected model

Based on the model comparison results, the unconditional bivariate model
is was preferred for interpretation of the parameter estimates. As the model
with area as a covariate did not contribute to any of the previously given
results, the simpler, unconditional model was chosen instead of the bivariate
conditional growth model with area as fixed covariate. We do not show the
parameter estimates of the conditional HLMs (area as a covariate), as the
model evaluation phase did not find any difference between models with area
as a covariate and without area as a covariate. Additionally, the parameter
estimates were zero until the third decimal, meaning that their contribution
to the model would have been small. The parameter estimates for other age
groups are found in Appendix C.
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Males, 2-6 year olds
Parameter Mean SE 10% CI 90% CI R̂

βH0 4.51 5e-05 4.51 4.51 1.01
βW0 2.61 1e-04 2.61 2.61 1.01
βH1 0.07 1e-05 0.07 0.07 1.00
βW1 0.13 2e-05 0.13 0.13 1.00
σeH 0.02 6e-06 0.02 0.02 1.00
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.00
ρH0,W0 0.88 5e-04 0.87 0.89 1.01
ρH0,H1 -0.45 1e-03 -0.49 -0.42 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.30 1e-03 -0.34 -0.26 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.36 1e-03 -0.40 -0.32 1.00
ρW0,W1 -0.16 1e-03 -0.20 -0.12 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.97 1e-03 0.97 0.98 1.05
σH0 0.04 2e-05 0.04 0.04 1.00
σW0 0.11 5e-05 0.11 0.12 1.00
σH1 0.01 1e-05 0.01 0.01 1.00
σW1 0.29 3e-05 0.03 0.03 0.99

Females, 2-6 year olds
βH0 4.50 4e-05 4.50 4.50 1.01
βW0 2.56 1e-04 2.56 2.57 1.01
βH1 0.07 9e-06 0.07 0.07 1.00
βW1 0.14 2e-05 0.14 0.14 1.00
σeH 0.02 6e-06 0.02 0.02 1.00
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.00
ρH0,W0 0.87 5e-04 0.87 0.89 1.01
ρH0,H1 -0.46 7e-04 -0.50 -0.43 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.32 1e-03 -0.36 -0.28 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.37 8e-04 -0.40 -0.33 1.00
ρW0,W1 -0.16 9e-04 -0.20 -0.12 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.97 6e-03 0.96 0.98 1.05
σH0 0.04 2e-05 0.04 0.04 1.00
σW0 0.12 5e-05 0.11 0.12 1.00
σH1 0.01 1e-05 0.01 0.01 1.00
σW1 0.03 3e-05 0.03 0.03 1.00

Table 7: Growth parameters based on the bivarate, unconditional
HLM. Parameter estimates and other statistics for bivariate, unconditional
hierarchical linear model.
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In the Table 7, we observe that the standard error around the parameters
is around three to five decimals, except for correlation parameters ρ. The
R̂ values remain smaller than 1.01, indicating model convergence for the
parameters of interest. The mean over the posterior distribution shows that
the parameter estimates related to height and weight intercept βH0 , βW0 differ
slightly between males and females.

The parameters related to height and weight slope βH1 , βW1 as well as
all of the variance parameters and correlation parameters, on contrary, do
not differ between males and females more than at maximum in magnitude
range of the second decimal. Additionally we observe that the between-
subject variance parameters for the intercept term σH0 , σW0 are larger than
both within-subject variance parameters and between-subject level variance
parameters for slope terms, meaning that most variation in heights and in
weights comes from initial heights and weights. The correlation parameters ρ
are positive for intercept-to-intercept correlation parameter ρH0,W0 and slope-
to-slope correlation ρH1,W1 . The other correlation parameters ρ are negative.
More on interpretation of the parameter estimates in 4.6, and in Section 5.

4.6 Interpretation of the parameter estimates

As the model is based on log-transformed height and weight, the estimates of
the parameters need to be converted to the original scale for interpretation.
The parameters β are interpreted so that exp(β) corresponds to the multi-
plicative term for the explanatory variables. The mean estimate value βH0 is
interpreted with conversion exp(βH0) being the expected value for individual-
level parameter η0i. For the mean estimate of the parameter βH0 the interpre-
tation is that exp(βH1) is the expected value for individual-level slope param-
eter η1i. In our case, exp(E(βH1)) = exp(E(E(η1i))) = exp(0.07) ≈ 1.072508,
meaning that the individual is expected to grow around 7 centimeters per
year in height.

The back-transformed expected weight or height for certain age can be
calculated with the expression E(ka∗t+2) = exp(E(βH0))·exp(E(βH1)·(a∗t+2)).
For example, the model’s expected weight for males of age of four years would
be WEIGHT4 ≈ exp(2.57) · exp(0.14 · (4 − 2)) = 17kg, which is compatible
with published children’s growth charts (Saari et al. 2011). However, for the
final calculations of E(Y ) for height, weight and BMI, and corresponding
population variances, some additional transformations would be required,
see Section 5.4.

The expectation for conditional HLMs would be calculated in an unintu-
itive way as we did not code the area variable to dummy variables. However,
with the existing level-2 model definition (Equation 3.5) it became evident
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that the area covariate does not contribute in any differentiable way to the
modeling outcomes with regards to estimates or predictions.

The measurement error ekti and its corresponding standard deviation σek
is interpreted on logarithmic scale as all the effects and needs to be treated as
a multiplicative effect (Gelman and Hill 2007, 252). For example, exp(σ̂eH ) =
exp(0.02) = 1.020201 tells about 2% fluctuation around height.

The between-subject correlation terms ρ and variance terms σ must be
treated only as a description of relationship between two logarithmic out-
comes. As log transformation is continuous, we could assume that the sign
term for correlation between back-transformed height and weight could re-
main the same.

5 Discussion

5.1 Comparison between classical linear model, univari-
ate and bivariate HLMS

Classical linear model versus HLMs As stated in Section 1.1, the clas-
sical linear model does not take into account the intraindividual variability
in growth and is not suited for modeling longitudinal data and impact of
time-related variables. It was used just for demonstrative purpose and in
order to compare its prediction results with HLMs. Here, we summarise the
main outcomes of this inspection.

Based on Figure 4, we saw that for each of the age groups, the mean
predictions are the same for the classical linear model. In hierarchical linear
models, each individual is modeled to have own parameters (level-1) (com-
pare Equation (1.2) for classical linear models with Equation (1.3) for HLMs).
Hence, predictions over simulations are expected be different for each indi-
vidual in HLMs. In older age groups, the largest observations influence the
mean predictions of the classical linear model, resulting in mean predictions
over simulations that are too large compared to the true distribution mode,
which is especially visible in weight.

Both assessment of posterior predictive standard deviation and posterior
predictive checks showed that the classical linear model gives inferior predic-
tions in terms of both their precision and accuracy.

Bivariate model and BMI prediction A decrease in posterior predic-
tive standard deviation was observed upon joint modeling in Table 6, which
suggested better predictive precision for the bivariate model. The posterior
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predictive check with distribution overlays in Figure 5 additionally suggested
better predictive accuracy for the bivariate model.

The discrepancy value comparisons in Figure 7 and Figure 6 showed re-
sults that could be translated differently, depending on the particular dis-
crepancy value. The 95% and 5% quantile statistics T (y|θ) for BMI showed
improvement in the estimates, meaning that the posterior predictive distri-
bution’s tail region is more accurate compared to the true observations, when
height and weight are modeled jointly. The median value was not largely af-
fected by the model choice. The maximum value is more tricky to interpret.
Especially the maximum BMI value for two-year olds improved with bivariate
modeling. The effect for 5-year olds is curious, as it looks like the maximum
BMI value is better predicted by univariate models, but at the same time,
the bivariate model does not predict values that are larger than the true
maximum value of the age group. Therefore, the bivariate model does not
overestimate the effects of dataset’s maximum values that often contribute
to lots of inaccuracy in classical linear models, which could be interpreted as
an advantage.

BMI is a continuous ratio function of weight and height that is not directly
modeled in the thesis. The relative success of bivariate model’s prediction
of BMI, based on modeled log height and log weight, suggests correlation
between height and weight parameters. As we see in parameter estimates
of the bivariate unconditional HLM in Table 7, the correlation parameter
estimates between log height and log weight are indeed far from zero. This
is not entirely surprising, as the dataset inspection in Section 2 revealed
there is correlation between height and weight, even if the child’s age is not
taken into account and hence, it is expected that the advantages of bivariate
modeling for BMI are substantial. The contribution of bivariate modeling
was unsurprisingly more modest in case of marginal distributions of height
and weight, when posterior predictive check results are inspected in Figure
5.

Out-of-sample prediction and BMI Additionally, a method that would
successfully evaluate the model’s out-of-sample predictive accuracy would im-
prove current work, as even with evaluation of posterior predictive densities
of the BMI we still employ the same individuals whose observations were used
for the model fitting. In order to avoid any concerns regarding possible over-
fitting of the model, methods like Leave-One-out Cross-Validation need to be
utilised. In the thesis work, after eventual failure of chosen Cross-validation
calculations (see 4.4), we omitted further exploration of Cross-validation as
we anticipated that it would be unfeasible due to needed computational time.
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The more correct way would have been the implementation of K-fold Cross-
validation where at least one individual with all of their observations were
removed each time. Such approach would reveal the influential individuals.
One more way to test the model would be examination of its predictions
against the new measurements for new individuals for the data of 2021, or
the data of other municipalities in Finland.

5.2 Area as a covariate

As mentioned in Subsection 4.3, posterior predictive plots did not show any
conclusive difference between the conditional and unconditional models nei-
ther in univariate nor in bivariate case (not shown). The reduction in uncer-
tainty around the estimates (see Table 6) was marginal and not evident, and
none of the parameters of interest showed any clear change upon covariate
addition. Therefore the more simple model was preferred to the more com-
plex one. Based on our work, individual’s living municipality did not show
evident association with their growth.

The obtained results make sense from real-world perspective, as the three
areas used for the analysis were Tuusula, Vihti and Kirkkonummi. Those
municipalities are geographically close to each other and are similar to each
other, as all are Greater Helsinki areas and are often considered to be Helsinki’s
commuter towns of similar population sizes (around 30 000 inhabitants in
each) with similar exurban characteristics. For more information on the mu-
nicipalities, see Official Statistics of Finland (OSF): Population structure
2021.

The comparisons between models with area as a covariate could be more
relevant, if more heterogeneous areas were chosen. Especially rural and urban
areas are known to have different demographics for the childhood BMI. The
problem is that municipal areas often contain an urban center with rural
areas around it. Therefore, municipal areas may be not be the covariates of
choice, if influence on childhood growth is considered. Instead more exact
location coordinates could be used.

5.3 Model results: growth of 2-6 year olds

Based on the parameter estimates of the bivariate unconditional model (see
Table 7), some conclusions about growth of 2-6 year olds in selected Uusimaa
regions can be made.

First, the model suggests that there are some differences between expec-
tations for individual intercept terms E(η0Hi

) = βH0 and E(η0Wi
) = βW0 for

males and females. The parameters tell about expected height or weight of
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two years. It seems that especially the expected differences in initial weight
is substantial, namely around 0.5 kg. It is also easy to see that the expecta-
tions βH1 , βW1 for individual slope terms differ more in weight: females seem
to gain weight more than 0.1 kilograms quicker than males across time. The
equal-tailed credible intervals do not overlap between males and females. The
level-2 variance and covariance do not seem to differ substantially between
males and females. Those parameters can only be interpreted in terms of log
height and log weight, and they are not multiplicative without the conversion
to height and weight (see 4.6).

The variance parameters for level-1 observations exhibit larger variation
in weight observations than in height observations for both males and females:
σeH < σeW . In between-subject variability, largest variation is estimated for
individual weight intercept expectation σW0 and slope expectation σW0 , which
implies that the measurement of two years as well as weight development
speed are expected to vary more in weight than in height.

The between-subject correlation terms are negative especially between
the intercept terms and the slope terms. A strong positive correlation can be
found between for the parameter ρH0,W0 as well as for the slope correlation
parameter ρH1,W1 . Hence, the model suggests that both initial log height
and log weight correlate as well as the development of log height and log
weight. On contrary, the correlation term between slope and intercept of log
height or log weight value is negative and hence, the individual is expected
to grow slightly slower, if the initial logarithm of height or weight is larger.
This effect is probably due to the regression to the mean, where children who
have reached certain height or weight will grow slower.

Overall, the model provided us with results that can be interpreted in
terms of current knowledge of children’s growth. It would be especially re-
warding to validate the model’s results against current understanding of the
association between growth speed and initial height or weight in children, as
our model suggest the relationship to be inverse: the larger initial (log) weight
or (log) height, the slower the growth, except in (log) weight of children of
ages 6-12 years (Appendix C). Further information is now available on associ-
ation of the evolution for height-related parameters as well as weight-related
parameters.

5.4 Impact of dataset restriction and transformation
choices and other challenges

Log-transformation Log-transformation of height and weight had seem-
ingly many upsides in case of our study: first of all, especially weight is
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known for being non-normally distributed. The distribution of weight and
the logarithm of weight was inspected graphically (Figure 2) and with Q-Q-
plots (Figure 3). Based on the inspection, normal distribution clearly did
not characterise weight for a specific age group, compared to its logarithm
transformation that improved the weight distribution in terms of its normal-
ity assumption (See Section 2.2). However, even log transformation cannot
properly account for clear overdispersion at the distribution’s tails.

The second reason that justified taking the logarithm of height besides
weight was mainly the ease of transformation to log BMI and BMI. More-
over, interpretation of the relationship between log weight and untransformed
height would have been challenging. The backside of taking logarithm of the
height variable was that normal distribution already described height seem-
ingly well for the age groups. However, the Q-Q plots in Figure 2 revealed
that log transformation of height does not seemingly harm the normal dis-
tribution assumption.

In the thesis, population parameters for height, weight and BMI for the
investigated age groups could have been calculated to provide more infor-
mation on the population parameters. Feng et al. 2013 describe the most
adequate way of accessing the mean and variance of log-transformed vari-
able X, which is not by taking exponential of the log-transformation-aquired
parameter estimates, but by following calculations: E(X) = exp(µ + σ2

2
),

and V ar(X) = exp(2µ + σ2)(exp(σ2)− 1), when X log-N(µ, σ2). Especially
for other parameters, the authors recommend to avoid back-transformation
almost completely because of the interpretation difficulties of the transforma-
tion. Although this statement seems to be disputed by Bland, Altman, and
Rohlf 2013, it illustrates the obvious challenges related to log-transformation
of the variables of interest. However, log-transformation is still a recom-
mended practice for cases where the data do not meet linearity requirements
without the transformation, and where the outcome values are strictly posi-
tive (Gelman and Hill 2007, 59). The usage of log-link and building a model
based on it could have helped in parameter estimation, but would have made
the transformation to BMI harder. More complex transformations like power
transformation are suggested for height and weight variables in order to
achieve normality (Hermanussen, Danker-Hopfe, and Weber 2001), but their
feasibility with research that aims predict the BMI and give interpretation
to some modeling parameters is questionable.

A completely different approach to omit the normal distribution require-
ments and possible parameter transformations would be to model the data
with a non-parametric longitudinal regression model that would be a more
flexible alternative to the HLMs (See Gelman and Hill 2007, 297), for example
quantile regression modeling.
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Amount of observations per individual A clear limiting obstacle that
prevented us from building more complex HLMs was that, based on Table
3, most of the individuals included in models had only two measurements.
We tried to model a second-order polynomial model on level-1 (results not
shown), but as the literature clearly advised against fitting more complex
polynomial models than linear growth model on level-1 in case of small
amount of individual measurements (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002, 161), and
as such model could have been considered saturated, we decided not to inves-
tigate models that might have captured individual growth otherwise better.

It is plausible that with more observations per individual, model eval-
uation would have been more reliable as it is stated in LOO-PSIS method
documentation that complex, hierarchical model with small amount of ob-
servations per group may prove to be challenging for PSIS importance sam-
pling. The likely reason for the unreliable LOO estimates is that with only
2-3 measurements per individual (Table 3), each observation is influential
and removal of it always changes the modeling outputs.

As stated earlier in 2.1, Raudenbush and Bryk do not recommend fitting
longitudinal models for dataset with only two observations as they have a
negative effect on statistical precision. However, Gelman et al state that
two observations per group are enough in multilevel models in general, and
sometimes even one observation per group may be acceptable, agreeing that
sparse observations affect the precision of individual-level parameters, but
still concluding that the provided information may be enough to draw some
conclusions on level-2, or group-level, parameters (Gelman and Hill 2007,
275-276). Their advice was not growth model-specific, which still needs to
be taken into account.

In case of our application, the dataset used for the model evaluation and
selection had in around half of cases less than three age measurements per
individual 2.1, Table 3, meaning that the amount of observations is sparse
and may border an inadequate amount of observations. Especially as growth
modeling is concerned, two observations for an individual are indeed a small
amount for determining individual growth parameters and risk overfitting.
Hence, we conclude that running the models with three and more observa-
tions per individual child would have been a better choice that could bring
added precision and would result in less risk in overfitting.

Partitioned dataset and age group dependent models One compo-
nent of the modeling that could affect the results is the data partition into
three models. We used the age group of 2-6 year olds for model compari-
son and model choice and additionally fitted models for 6-12 year olds and
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12-16 year olds (results in Appendix C). The partition could have been done
differently, as the literature dedicated to childhood growth divides postnatal
growth phases after two years to "mid-childhood" growth that predominates
from 2-3 years to the onset on puberty that is considered to be on average
10 years of age in females and 12 years of age in males. After puberty on-
set starts growth spurt that peaks at around 12 years of age in females and
14 years of age in males (Saari 2015, 7-8). Therefore, based on the real-
life knowledge of childhood growth patterns and their background biology, it
seems that a more sensible division for the models could be: 2-10 years of age
in females and 2-12 years of age in males. After that age, modeling is more
challenging as the teenage years contain both "growth spurt" and plateau
period, especially for females. Based on the Figure 10, a reasonable time
interval for growth spurt modeling could be 10-14 years of age in females and
12-16 years of age in males.

However, the traditional biology-based description of growth seems to
concentrate on height development, assuming that weight development fol-
lows. The dataset visualisation in Appendix A, Figure 10 shows that the
weight distribution becomes more and more skewed upon age, with the mean
of weight growing faster after the age of 12 years (144 months) in both males
and females. Another similar increase in mean weight development speed is
observed after the age of 6 years (72 months). The age of seven corresponds
to the beginning of school age in Finland, and the age of 13 corresponds
to the start of upper comprehensive school. Thus, our division of the age
groups that was more data-driven could possibly still hold, as it is plausible
that growth in wider sense is not only affected by biological mechanisms, but
also by social mechanisms, especially in weight development.

One important development idea would be trying various age partitions
and comparing the modeling results. Especially larger age groups could be
beneficial in terms of potentially having a larger amount of observations per
individual. For our current models, depending on the aims of the study, it
could be possible to pool male and female observations together: although
there were differences in onset weight and speed of weight gain in males and
females, otherwise the results were similar between the sexes.

MCMC sampling improvement Another challenge for modeling came
from the MCMC sampling speed: when hierarchical-level model was fitted,
sampling time increased from minutes to hours with our dataset. This re-
duces the amount of models that can be tested, and each new model requires
careful planning in order to avoid unsuccessful but long runs. One technical
detail that was omitted but could further improve speed of the sampler is
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Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix Ω. Also, further vectorisa-
tion of some model components could increase modeling speed. The modeling
software for hierarchical models brms (Bürkner 2018) could be used as it is
pre-tuned, but overall it is doubtful that the overall sampling time can be
dramatically decreased from what it is now, limiting the use of the model for
the range of whole Finland.

6 Conclusions
In this work, Finnish children’s growth was investigated based on a longitu-
dinal dataset provided by Finlapset register of the Institute of Health and
Welfare. The goal was to explore the hierarchical linear models (HLMs) in
terms of modeling the phenomenon of childhood growth, and model height
and weight jointly. BMI prediction capability of especially the joint model
was of an interest. Models with individual’s municipalities as explanatory
variables were also fitted in order to study their possible effect on the esti-
mates. Altogether five various models were fitted and evaluated with poste-
rior standard deviation assessment and various posterior predictive checks,
including comparison of the posterior predictive distribution of height, weight
and Body Mass Index (BMI) with the true observations. Sensitivity analysis
was performed for the models of interest.

Based on the model evaluation and comparison steps, it was concluded
that the bivariate approach is preferable in terms of the BMI prediction and
provides best precision and accuracy for all of its posterior predictions. Based
on the bivariate HLM, estimates for childhood growth intercept and slope
were provided. Further, we could estimate parameters for within-subject
and between-subject variation, as well as correlation coefficients for the in-
dividual growth parameters. The estimation results suggest that height and
weight need to be examined together as a phenomenon, and that HLMs are
a suitable framework for investigating childhood growth. The area covari-
ates did not affect parameter estimates or predictions in the fitted models.
By using Bayesian framework in the modeling, a variety of intuitive tools
were at use to assess the models. However, the trials with Leave-One-Out
Cross-Validation did not provide meaningful results due to small amount of
measurements per child and usage of a computation method that leaves out
individual observations instead of individual subjects. The LOO method
maybe altogether sub-optimal for evaluation of longitudinal models.

For the future research, we recommend to define a modeling dataset with
more than two observations per one individual, in order to avoid overfitting
and to obtain more accurate description of the phenomenon. Prediction for
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children’s heights and weights for year 2021 or other municipalities would be
a feasible way to assess out-of-sample predictive accuracy. Our study did not
enter into the model’s parameter interpretation’s comparison with real-life
findings from medicine-based studies on growth, which would have been a
valuable asset. One important consideration for future height and weight
modeling would be to examine the need for logarithm transformation, as it
clearly reduces height distribution skewness, but on the backside makes pa-
rameter estimate interpretation more challenging. Especially nonparametric
longitudinal linear regression would be an interesting advance to try with
the dataset. Additionally, Bayesian nonparametric quantile regression could
be helpful as even after log transformation the conditions for linear regres-
sion are not ideally met at the weight distribution’s tail regions. In order to
find any area effect on children’s growth, it would be important to use more
diverse municipalities than in this study, or to use other indicators for the
individual’s location.

Joint modeling of height and weight is seldom performed, and although
bivariate HLMs are a well known method especially in frequentist setting, it
is rarely applied in Bayesian framework, which omits some of the possible
advantages of model evaluation and prediction. We provided parameter esti-
mates for the interaction terms between height and weight, which is a rarely
examined result. Overall we believe that the bivariate HLMs in Bayesian
setting are not only suitable for parameter estimation but also for prediction
of future observations and even future BMI distribution, especially if larger
amount of individual observations is defined.
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A Full Dataset Description

A.1 Background

The dataset restrictions and corrections made in Finlapset project are de-
scribed below:

1. Primary health care service measurements are only included

2. Subject age was limited between 1.75 and 17 age years

3. Children’s health care, school health care, student health care visits
were allowed

4. Selecting visits where calculated BMIZ is score is "reasonable"

5. Unit conversions were made, if unit deviation assumed

6. Only measurements with both height and weight results available were
included

7. If multiple measurements per year exist, the one that is closest to the
subject’s birthday within 180 days from birthday was taken

The rest of the details on restrictions, its unit conversion in ambiguous
cases and other data aquirement methods can be found in the Finlapset:
children’s excess weight and obesity 2019 statistical report Lasten ja nuorten
ylipaino ja lihavuus 2019-tilastoraportti 31/2020.

Additionally, each subject in the study is restricted to have at least two
distinct measurement years, in order to fit better the description of longitu-
dinal dataset where the impact of time is studied. Therefore, subjects with
only one reported year measurement are not included in the analysis dataset.

A.2 Dataset features and modeling-related restrictions
based on the dataset

The Finlapset dataset was inspected in order to evaluate the pace of yearly
height-weight measurements, assess the amount of movement between mu-
nicipalities and the distribution of measurement ages. Additionally, the dis-
tribution of height and weight across ages was visually explored, together
with their joint relationship.

Altogether, there are 3 408 235 measurements of 812895 children and
adolescents with previously defined age constraints.
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Figure 8: Distribution of measurement ages

Age distribution of the measurements At the first sight, age across
the dataset in Figure 8 seems almost uniformly distributed for 2-17-year
olds. There are slightly less measurements for 15-17 year olds than for other
age groups. This seems reasonable, as typically starting from age of 15 years
the adolescent’s health is only required to check once by their secondary ed-
ucation provider, based on Institute of Health and Welfare’s student health
check description. If the adolescent does not attend any educational institu-
tions like upper secondary school or vocational school, their growth data are
missing from our dataset. According to Statistics Finland, around 2 per cent
of the school graduates, or 1400 individuals, did not continue their studies in
any educational institution in 2019. Those children could partially account
for the decreased amount of health check measurements at the age of 15-17.
The group of one year olds has less measurements, as the lowest age included
is 1.75 years.
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Figure 9: Distribution of measurement years

Distribution of the measurement years Based on Figure 9, measure-
ment distribution of the report years is such that there are around 400 000
measurements for report years 2017-2019, and around 300 000 or less for 2013
and 2020.

Figure 10: Height and weight distribution across ages. Black dots indicate
observation mean for each time point. Male observations are in the left
column and female observations are in the right column.
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Height and weight distribution across ages, full dataset It is easy to
see that the distribution of height around the mean is symmetrical in Figure
10, and that height development could likely be characterised roughly by
linear function, especially if the dataset is be divided into at least two groups
where one would represent teenagers, as particularly female growth seems to
slow down on average after the age of 12 years.

On contrary, the distribution of weight is heavily skewed to the right
starting from an early age. Additionally, the skewness increases with age,
meaning that there is heteroschedasticity in the development of variance
over time.

Measurement distribution by age month A more stratified approach
is to investigate measurement months, in order to see the intervals between
measurements more clearly. Such inspection will help to answer the question
if the measurement intervals are even, and additionally it helps to inspect
the suitability of time interval considered for the model.

Figure 11: Distribution of measurement age in months

Based on Figure 11, measurements before the age of seven years are dis-
tributed more narrowly around the birthday of each child, implicating that
ages of 2-6 years could best correspond to time interval of one year in mea-
surements. That interval is the most intuitive one as it is the easiest to align
with known literature about childhood growth development. Therefore, the
time interval of one year was chosen, leading to narrowing of the dataset of
inspection to children of ages 2-6 years.
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Spaghetti plots The models we intend to use for this project account
for individual-level growth differences, as individual growth trajectories may
differ significantly in real life. Below, we plot some of the growth curves for
illustration.

(a) Individual-level growth, height

(b) Individual-level growth, weight

Figure 12: Longitudinal plots for individuals
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The growth trajectories in Figure 12 illustrate how especially the weight
trajectory can vary across individuals. Compared to height, weight can even
decrease as age increases.

Movement between areas, 2-6 year olds We are interested in propor-
tion of subjects who have changed location at least once during the investiga-
tion time. For the analysis, we exclude subjects with only one measurement
point.

Amount of municipalities Amount of individuals Proportion
1 305333 0.960
2 12572 0.040
3 303 0.001
4 2 0.000
5 1 0.000

Table 8: Amount of municipalities per children of ages 2-6 years. In the
first column, amount of municipalities per child are presented, in the second
column, amount of individuals with the chosen amount of municipalities and
in the third column, proportion of children with chosen amount of munici-
palities.

Based on Table 8, around 4 per cent of children, restricted to ages of 2-6
years, have more than one living municipality assigned. We conclude that
movement across municipalities is rare enough to consider area a variable
that is independent of time.

B Model code
For the sensitivity analysis (done for unconditional models), all the prior
information code rows were omitted, leading to flat priors.

Classical linear model

data {
int<lower=1> Nobs ; //number o f data po in t s
vector<lower=0>[Nobs ] log_height ; // he ight
vector<lower=0,upper=20>[Nobs ] age ; // p r ed i c t o r

}
parameters {

// vec to r [ 2 ] beta ; // i n t e r c e p t and s l op e s
r e a l beta0 ;
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r e a l beta1 ;
r ea l <lower=0> sigma_e ; // e r r o r sd

}

model {
log_height ~ normal ( age ∗ beta1 + beta0 , sigma_e ) ;

}

generated quan t i t i e s {
vec to r [ Nobs ] l og_l ik ;
vec to r [ Nobs ] y_pred ; // p r e d c i t i o n s f o r observed va lues

f o r (n in 1 : Nobs ){
l og_l ik [ n ] = normal_lpdf (
log_height [ n ] | age [ n ]∗ beta1+beta0 , sigma_e ) ;
y_pred [ n ] =normal_rng ( age [ n ]∗ beta1+beta0 , sigma_e ) ;

}
}

Univariate unconditional model

data {
int<lower=0> Nobs ;
int<lower=0> Npreds ;
int<lower=0> Netas_per_response ;
int<lower=0> Ngroups ;
vector [ Nobs ] y ;
vector [ Nobs ] agevar ;
int<lower=1> group [ Nobs ] ;

}
parameters {

real beta0 ;
real beta1 ;
real<lower=0> sigmaeps ; //sigmaeps_h , sigmaeps_w
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response ] u ; //eta0+eta1
co r r_matrix [ Netas_per_response ] Omega ; // p r i o r c o r r e l a t i o n
vector<lower=0>[Netas_per_response ] tau ; // p r i o r scale

}

transformed parameters {
vector [ Nobs ] yhats ;
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response ] e ta ; //eta0 and eta1
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cov_matrix [ Netas_per_response ] Sigma ;

for ( i in 1 : Nobs ){
eta [ group [ i ] , 1 ]= beta0+u [ group [ i ] , 1 ] ;
e ta [ group [ i ] , 2 ]= beta1+u [ group [ i ] , 2 ] ;
yhats [ i ]= eta [ group [ i ] , 1 ]+ eta [ group [ i ] , 2 ] ∗agevar [ i ] ;
}
Sigma=quad_form_diag (Omega , tau ) ;
}

model {
// a s s i gn p r i o r s to beta0 and beta1
sigmaeps ~ inv_gamma( 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ) ;
beta0 ~ normal ( 4 , 1 ) ; #pr i o r s f o r h e i g h t
beta1 ~ normal ( 0 , 1 ) ; #pr i o r s f o r h e i g h t
tau ~ cauchy (0 , 0 . 5 ) ;
Omega ~ l k j_co r r ( 2 ) ;

for ( i in 1 : Ngroups ){
u [ i , ] ~ mult i_normal ( [ 0 , 0 ] , Sigma ) ;
}

y ~ normal ( yhats , s igmaeps ) ;
}

generated quan t i t i e s {
vector [ Nobs ] log_l i k ;
vector [ Nobs ] y_pred ; // p r e d c i t i o n s for observed va lue s

for (n in 1 : Nobs ){
log_l i k [ n ] = normal_l pd f ( y [ n ] | yhats [ n ] , s igmaeps ) ;
y_pred [ n ] =normal_rng ( yhats [ n ] , s igmaeps ) ;

}

}

Univariate conditional growth model

data {
int<lower=0> Nobs ;
int<lower=0> Npreds ;
int<lower=0> Netas_per_response ;
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int<lower=0> Ngroups ;
vector [ Nobs ] y ;
matrix [ Nobs , Npreds ] x ;
vector [ Nobs ] agevar ;
int<lower=1> group [ Nobs ] ;

}
parameters {

vector [ Npreds ] beta0 ; //betas a s s o c i a t ed with sub j e c t i n t e r c e p t
vector [ Npreds ] beta1 ; //betas a s s o c i a t ed with sub j e c t s l ope
real<lower=0> sigmaeps ; //sigmaeps_h , sigmaeps_w
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response ] u ; //eta0+eta1
co r r_matrix [ Netas_per_response ] Omega ; // p r i o r c o r r e l a t i o n
vector<lower=0>[Netas_per_response ] tau ; // p r i o r scale

}

transformed parameters {
for ( i in 1 : Nobs ){
eta [ group [ i ] , 1 ]= x [ i , ] ∗beta0+u [ group [ i ] , 1 ] ;
e ta [ group [ i ] , 2 ]= x [ i , ] ∗beta1+u [ group [ i ] , 2 ] ;
yhats [ i ]= eta [ group [ i ] , 1 ]+ eta [ group [ i ] , 2 ] ∗agevar [ i ] ;
}
}

model {
beta0 ~ normal ( 4 . 4 , 1 ) ;
beta1 ~ normal ( 0 . 0 6 , 1 ) ;
tau ~ cauchy (0 , 0 . 5 ) ;
Omega ~ l k j_co r r ( 4 ) ;

for ( i in 1 : Ngroups ){
u [ i , ] ~ mult i_normal ( [ 0 , 0 ] , quad_form_diag (Omega , tau ) ) ;
}

y ~ normal ( yhats , s igmaeps ) ;
}

generated quan t i t i e s {
vector [ Nobs ] log_l i k ;
vector [ Nobs ] y_pred ; // p r e d c i t i o n s for observed va lue s

for (n in 1 : Nobs ){
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log_l i k [ n ] = normal_l pd f ( y [ n ] | yhats [ n ] , s igmaeps ) ;
y_pred [ n ] =normal_rng ( yhats [ n ] , s igmaeps ) ;

}
}

Bivariate unconditional model

data {
int<lower=0> Nobs ;
int<lower=0> Npreds ;
int<lower=0> Nresponseva l s ;
int<lower=0> Netas_per_response ;
int<lower=0> Ngroups ;
matrix [ Nobs , Nresponseva l s ] y_hw;
vector [ Nobs ] agevar ;
int<lower=1> group [ Nobs ] ;

}
parameters {
matrix [ Npreds , Nresponseva l s ] beta0 ;
matrix [ Npreds , Nresponseva l s ] beta1 ;
vector<lower=0>[Nresponseva l s ] s igmaeps ;
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response∗ 2 ] u ; //eta0+eta1

sigma_matrix_p r i o r ;
c o r r_matrix [ Netas_per_response∗ 2 ] Omega ; // p r i o r c o r r e l a t i o n
vector<lower=0>[Netas_per_response∗ 2 ] tau ; // p r i o r scale

}

transformed parameters {
matrix [ Netas_per_response , Netas_per_response ] sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n ;
matrix [ Nobs , Nresponseva l s ] yhats ;
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response∗ 2 ] eta ; //eta0+eta1
sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n = [ [ s igmaeps [ 1 ]^2 , 0 ] , [ 0 , s igmaeps [ 2 ] ^ 2 ] ] ;

for ( i in 1 : Nobs ){
eta [ group [ i ] , 1 : 2 ]= to_row_vector ( beta0)+u [ group [ i ] , 1 : 2 ] ;
e ta [ group [ i ] , 3 : 4 ]= to_row_vector ( beta1)+u [ group [ i ] , 3 : 4 ] ;
yhats [ i , ]=
to_row_vector ( eta [ group [ i ] , 1 : 2 ] )+
to_row_vector ( eta [ group [ i ] , 3 : 4 ] ) ∗agevar [ i ] ;
}
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}

model {
// a s s i gn p r i o r s to beta0 and beta1
to_vector ( beta0 [ , 1 ] ) ~ normal ( 4 , 1 ) ; //he ight i n t e r c e p t expected
to_vector ( beta0 [ , 2 ] ) ~ normal ( 2 . 6 , 1 ) ; //weight i n t e r c e p t expected
to_vector ( beta1 [ , 1 ] ) ~ normal ( 0 . 0 6 6 , 1 ) ; //he ight s l ope expected
to_vector ( beta1 [ , 2 ] ) ~ normal ( 0 . 1 3 0 , 1 ) ; //weight s l ope expected
tau ~ cauchy (0 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Omega ~ l k j_co r r ( Netas_per_response∗ 2 ) ;
s igmaeps ~ inv_gamma( 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ) ;

for ( i in 1 : Ngroups ){
u [ i , ] ~ mult i_normal ( [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] , quad_form_diag (Omega , tau ) ) ;
}

for ( i in 1 : Nobs )
y_hw[ i , ] ~ mult i_normal ( yhats [ i , ] , sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n ) ;
}

generated quan t i t i e s {
vector [ Nobs ] log_l i k ;
matrix [ Nobs , Nresponseva l s ] y_pred ;
// p r e d c i t i o n s for observed va lue s

for (n in 1 : Nobs ){
log_l i k [ n ] = normal_l pd f ( y_hw[ n ] | yhats [ n ] , s igmaeps ) ;
y_pred [ n , ] =
to_row_vector (
mult i_normal_rng ( yhats [ n , ] , sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n ) ) ;

}
}

Bivariate conditional growth model

data {
int<lower=0> Nobs ;
int<lower=0> Npreds ;
int<lower=0> Nresponseva l s ;
int<lower=0> Netas_per_response ;
int<lower=0> Ngroups ;
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matrix [ Nobs , Nresponseva l s ] y_hw;
matrix [ Nobs , Npreds ] x ;
vector [ Nobs ] agevar ;
int<lower=1> group [ Nobs ] ;

}
parameters {
matrix [ Npreds , Nresponseva l s ] beta0 ;
matrix [ Npreds , Nresponseva l s ] beta1 ;
vector<lower=0>[Nresponseva l s ] s igmaeps ;
//sigmaeps_h , sigmaeps_w
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response∗Npreds ] u ;
//eta0+eta1 ( i f eta2 requ i red , add 3 . row)
co r r_matrix [ Netas_per_response∗Npreds ] Omega ;
// p r i o r c o r r e l a t i o n
vector<lower=0>[Netas_per_response∗Npreds ] tau ;
// p r i o r scale

}

transformed parameters {
cov_matrix [ Netas_per_response ] sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n ;
matrix [ Nobs , Nresponseva l s ] yhats ;
matrix [ Ngroups , Netas_per_response∗ 2 ] eta ; //eta0+eta1
sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n = [ [ s igmaeps [ 1 ]^2 , 0 ] , [ 0 , s igmaeps [ 2 ] ^ 2 ] ] ;

for ( i in 1 : Nobs ){
eta [ group [ i ] , 1 : Netas_per_response ]=
(x [ i , ] ∗ ( beta0)+u [ group [ i ] ,
1 : Netas_per_response ] ) ;
e ta [ group [ i ] ,
Netas_per_response+1:Netas_per_response∗Npreds ]=
(x [ i , ] ∗ ( beta1)+u [ group [ i ] ,
Netas_per_response+1:Netas_per_response∗Npreds ] ) ;
yhats [ i , ]=
to_row_vector ( eta [ group [ i ] , 1 : Netas_per_response ])+
to_row_vector ( eta [ group [ i ] ,
Netas_per_response+1:Netas_per_response∗Npreds ] ) ∗agevar [ i ] ;
}
}

model {
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// a s s i gn p r i o r s to beta0 and beta1
sigmaeps ~ inv_gamma( 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ) ;
to_vector ( beta0 ) ~ normal ( 4 , 1 ) ;
to_vector ( beta1 ) ~ normal ( 0 , 1 ) ;
tau ~ cauchy (0 , 2 . 5 ) ;
Omega ~ l k j_co r r ( Netas_per_response∗Npreds ) ;

for ( i in 1 : Ngroups ){
u [ i , ] ~ mult i_normal ( [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] , quad_form_diag (Omega , tau ) ) ;

}

for ( i in 1 : Nobs ) y_hw[ i , ] ~ mult i_normal (
yhats [ i , ] , sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n ) ;
}
generated quan t i t i e s {

vector [ Nobs ] log_l i k ;
matrix [ Nobs , Nresponseva l s ] y_pred ;
// p r e d c i t i o n s for observed va lue s

for (n in 1 : Nobs ) {
y_pred [ n , ] = to_row_vector (
mult i_normal_rng ( yhats [ n , ] ,
sigma_matrix_ep s i l o n ) ) ;
log_l i k [ n ] = normal_l pd f ( y_hw[ n ] | yhats [ n ] , s igmaeps ) ;

}
}

C Bivariate HLMs: age groups 6-12 and 12-17
Below, tables for older age group parameter estimates are presented.
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Males, 6-12 year olds
Parameter Mean SE 10% CI 90% CI R̂

βH0 4.80 4e-05 4.80 4.81 1.01
βW0 3.16 1e-04 3.16 3.17 1.00
βH1 0.04 9e-06 0.04 0.04 1.01
βW1 0.12 2e-05 0.12 0.12 1.01
σeH 0.01 6e-06 0.01 0.01 1.01
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.00
ρH0,W0 0.79 5e-04 0.78 0.80 1.00
ρH0,H1 -0.22 2e-04 -0.25 -0.18 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.09 1e-03 -0.11 -0.06 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.21 2e-03 -0.25 -0.18 1.00
ρW0,W1 0.14 4e-04 0.11 0.17 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.89 2e-03 0.88 0.91 1.03
σH0 0.04 3e-04 0.04 0.04 1.00
σW0 0.16 1e-03 0.15 0.16 1.00
σH1 0.00 2e-05 0.00 0.01 1.00
σW1 0.03 1e-04 0.03 0.03 1.00

Females, 6-12 year olds
βH0 4.78 4e-05 4.50 4.50 1.05
βW0 3.13 1e-04 2.56 2.57 1.06
βH1 0.04 9e-06 0.07 0.07 1.00
βW1 0.12 2e-05 0.14 0.14 1.00
σeH 0.02 6e-06 0.02 0.02 1.00
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.00
ρH0,W0 0.79 5e-04 0.87 0.89 1.01
ρH0,H1 -0.15 7e-04 -0.50 -0.43 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.07 1e-03 -0.36 -0.28 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.16 8e-04 -0.40 -0.33 1.00
ρW0,W1 0.13 9e-04 -0.20 -0.12 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.91 6e-03 0.96 0.98 1.30
σH0 0.04 1e-05 0.04 0.04 1.00
σW0 0.16 4e-05 0.16 0.16 1.00
σH1 0.01 6e-06 0.01 0.01 1.00
σW1 0.03 2e-05 0.03 0.03 1.00

Table 9: Growth parameters based on the bivarate, unconditional
HLM. Parameter estimates and other statistics for bivariate, unconditional
hierarchical linear model.
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Males, 12-17 year olds
Parameter Mean SE 10% CI 90% CI R̂

βH0 5.06 9e-05 5.06 5.06 1.02
βW0 3.87 4e-04 3.86 3-86 1.04
βH1 0.03 1e-05 0.03 0.04 1.01
βW1 0.11 4e-05 0.11 0.11 1.01
σeH 0.02 5e-06 0.02 0.02 1.02
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.01
ρH0,W0 0.74 2e-04 0.73 0.75 1.01
ρH0,H1 -0.60 4e-04 -0.62 -0.58 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.46 6e-04 -0.49 -0.44 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.61 1e-02 -0.63 -0.58 1.03
ρW0,W1 -0.44 5e-04 -0.47 -0.42 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.93 5e-03 0.91 0.94 1.39
σH0 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.06 1.00
σW0 0.23 7e-05 0.23 0.23 1.00
σH1 0.01 1e-05 0.01 0.01 1.01
σW1 0.04 3e-05 0.04 0.04 1.00

Females, 12-17 year olds
βH0 5.06 7e-05 5.06 5.06 1.02
βW0 3.88 3e-04 3.88 3.89 1.02
βH1 0.01 1e-05 0.07 0.07 1.02
βW1 0.07 5e-05 0.14 0.15 1.01
σeH 0.01 3e-06 0.01 0.01 1.00
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.01
ρH0,W0 0.69 3e-04 0.67 0.70 1.00
ρH0,H1 -0.56 3e-04 -0.58 -0.54 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.48 5e-04 -0.51 -0.45 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.61 4e-04 -0.63 -0.59 1.00
ρW0,W1 -0.53 4e-04 -0.56 -0.51 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.89 2e-03 0.87 0.90 1.08
σH0 0.04 1e-05 0.04 0.05 1.00
σW0 0.21 6e-05 0.20 0.21 1.00
σH1 0.01 5e-06 0.01 0.01 1.01
σW1 0.04 4e-05 0.04 0.04 1.01

Table 10: Growth parameters based on the bivarate, unconditional
HLM. Parameter estimates and other statistics for bivariate, unconditional
hierarchical linear model.
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D Sensitivity analysis results

Males, 2-6 year olds
Parameter Mean SE 10% CI 90% CI R̂

βH0 4.51 3e-05 5.06 5.06 1.02
βW0 2.61 9e-05 3.88 3.89 1.02
βH1 0.07 8e-06 0.07 0.07 1.02
βW1 0.13 2e-05 0.14 0.15 1.01
σeH 0.02 7e-06 0.01 0.01 1.00
σeW 0.05 2e-05 0.05 0.05 1.01
ρH0,W0 0.87 4e-04 0.86 0.88 1.00
ρH0,H1 -0.40 9e-04 -0.44 -0.36 1.00
ρH0,W1 -0.25 1e-03 -0.29 -0.21 1.00
ρW0,H1 -0.30 9e-04 -0.34 -0.26 1.00
ρW0,W1 -0.11 1e-03 -0.15 -0.07 1.00
ρH1,W1 0.97 2e-03 -0.96 -0.98 1.09
σH0 0.04 2e-05 0.04 0.04 1.00
σW0 0.11 5e-05 0.11 0.11 1.00
σH1 0.01 2e-05 0.01 0.01 1.00
σW1 0.03 4e-05 0.03 0.03 1.00

Table 11: Growth parameters based on the bivarate, unconditional
HLM - sensitivity analysis. Parameter estimates and other statistics for
bivariate, unconditional hierarchical linear model with flat prior choices.
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